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ABSTRACT

Within the East Forerange of the Santa Catalina Mountains, the 

Catalina Gneiss is subdivided into six units on the basis of field 

criteria. These units are named, in ascending order: Seven Falls

Gneiss, Soldier Canyon Gneiss, Gibbon Mountain Gneiss, Sabino Narrows 

Gneiss, Thimble Peak Gneiss, and East Fork Gneiss. The upper five 

units are transitional with the granitic gneiss of the main range, and 

the possibility exists that the lowest unit has the same relation.

Measurements of foliation in the gneisses define two large 

doubly plunging asymmetrical anticlinal structures. The Sabino Canyon 

Fold axis trends approximately N. 60° E.; its axial plane dips steeply 

northwest. The East Forerange Fold axis trends east to N. 70° W., and 

its axial plane is inclined steeply south. Numerous smaller anticlinal 

folds, whose axes parallel the Sabino Canyon Fold, are also defined 

by foliation measurements. Associated with all of the N. 60° E. trend

ing folds are a multitude of much smaller folds whose axes parallel 
the axes of the larger folds, but whose axial planes are, in general, 

tilted away from the crests of the larger folds. These are termed 

glide folds. They tend to indicate movement of material away from the 

crests of the larger anticlines; an observation substantiated by the 

marked thinning of the gneissic units on the crest of the Sabino Canyon 

Fold.

x
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Lineation trends S. 70° W. and plunges 10° SW. south of the 

East Forerange Folds axis. North of the axis, measurements indicate 

a trend near N. 50° E. and a plunge from 10° to 30° NE.

Older Precambrian Pinal Schist is assumed to have been de

formed and transformed into the gneissic units of the East Forerange 

during two periods of orogeny. The first period occurred during the 

Mazatzal revolution at the close of the older Precambrian; the later 

began after latest Paleozoic, possibly Triassic, and persisted until 

latest Oligocene or early Miocene.

The acceptance of an hypothesis of vertical uplift, reminis

cent of the concepts of Wegmann, Eskola, and Haller, allows the postu

lation of a relatively simple sequence of events to explain the geo

metrical arrangement of the structural elements. Foliation, lineation, 

joints, and all folds except the East Forerange Fold are accounted for 

by the vertically rising Sabino Canyon Fold. The reopening of Precam

brian structural weaknesses is assumed to have concentrated heat and 
fluids along N. 60° E. zones thereby initiating vertical uplift. At 

intersections of these zones with strands of the Texas Lineament, 

higher temperatures were possibly reached and local areas rose at a 

faster rate creating cross warping of the northeast trending folds 

and intensifying the lineation. The East Forerange Fold originated 

during the last stage of uplift due to local concentrations of heat 

and fluids at the intersections of the Precambrian grain with one
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strand, or several closely spaced strands, of the west-northwest 

trending Texas Lineament. At these intersections, the rocks rose 

slowly and reoriented the foliation and lineation, enhanced the joints, 
and generated the numerous normal faults.



INTRODUCTION

Location

Surrounding the Tucson basin in northeastern Pima County, Ari

zona are a series of mountain ranges that include the Tucson Mountains 

on the west, the Sierrita Mountains on the southwest, the Santa Rita 

and Empire Mountains on the south, and the Rincon, Santa Catalina, Tor- 

tolita Mountain complex on the east and north (Fig. 1). This report 

covers a part of the southern margin of the Santa Catalina Mountains 

referred to as the Catalina forerange. The west-northwest trending 

forerange is separated from the main north-northwest trending Santa 

Catalina-Rincon Mountain complex by a series of basins that are sub

parallel to the ridge of the forerange. These basins are occupied 

from west to east by Romero Creek, West Fork and East Fork of Sabino 

Creek, the lower portion of Sycamore Creek, an unnamed small inter

mittent stream draining into upper Soldier Creek in the Federal Youth 

Camp, a tributary of Molino Creek in Molino Basin, and Bullock Creek.

The boundaries of the area covered by this report are from the junction 

of West Fork and East Fork of Sabino Creek east to Molino Canyon, south

west in Molino Canyon to the gneiss-alluvium contact, west along this 

contact to the northwest corner of section 9 in T. 13 S ., R. 14 E., and 

then northeast in Rattlesnake Canyon to the forementioned junction of 

the branches of Sabino Creek.

1
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Accessibility

Much of the perimeter of the area covered by this report is 

accessible by paved or dirt roads. Sabino Canyon Road and various 

roads within the Sabino Canyon Recreation Area of the Coronado Nation

al Forest allow access to the southwestern portion of the area. The 

southern part is readily accessible along county and private roads 

that terminate to the north at the National Forest boundary. The 

Mount Lemmon Highway affords access to the eastern and part of the 

northeastern portions. However, much of this section can be traversed 
only on foot in canyons or on ridge crests. A dirt road that passes 

through the Federal Youth Camp and ends at the Sycamore Canyon Reser

voir allows access to about half of the northern portion. Many trails 

maintained by the Forest Service allow easy access to the western and 

northwestern parts of the area. Only a very small portion is virtu

ally inaccessible because of near vertical cliffs.

Topography

Along most of the southern margin of the area, low rounded 

hills and broad gentle stream valleys predominate. These give way 

abruptly northward, however, to steep-sided ridges and narrow canyons 

that dominate most of the area mapped. The maximum relief is approxi

mately 3140 feet, from a minimum elevation near 2660 feet in Sabino 
Creek to a maximum of 5801 feet on Gibbon Mountain. The many paral

lel streams are very deeply incised so that the resultant topography
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is very rugged. Locally, changes in elevation from stream bottom to 

adjacent ridge crests may exceed 1600 feet.

Sabino and Bear Creeks and their tributaries drain the western 

portion of the area. Molino and Soldier Creeks are the main drainage 

systems in the east. Many small intermittent streams parallel Soldier 

and Molino Creeks, drain the southeastern part of the area, and termin

ate southward in the alluvium.

Objectives

A detailed structural study conducted in the Sabino Canyon 

area (Peterson, 1963) resulted in the suggestion that this part of the 

Catalina forerange was subjected to two periods of deformation, or at 

least two distinct phases of one deformational event. A gentle flexure 

whose axis trends approximately N. 60° E. seems to have been the earl

ier. This phase is marked by a strong foliation and a prominent linea- 

tion in the metamorphic rocks of the Santa Catalina Mountains, and is 

accompanied by the development of many joints. The other arch trends 

N. 70° W. subparallel to the ridge of the forerange. This deformation 
is revealed by changes in strike of the foliation and by reversals of 

plunge of the earlier fold axes. Results of the author's previous 

study suggest that both uplifts resulted from vertically acting forces. 

Some other studies preceding and following this earlier work, however, 

have attributed the various structures to horizontally acting compres
sive forces.
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Because the earlier work included only the southern portions 

of the two folds, and only suggested the relative times of deformation 

and the direction of the deforming force, the objectives of the current 

investigation were: 1) to complete the mapping, in detail, of the

folds, 2) to ascertain whether the trends of deformation continue to 

other sections in the forerange, 3) to determine more conclusively 

the relative times of uplift, 4) to reveal the direction of the de

forming forces, and 5) to compare structural trends in the forerange 

with trends reported in other regions of the Santa Catalina Mountains.

Method of Investigation

During all field phases of this study, measurements of folia

tion, lineation, fractures, flowage folds, and direction of flow were 

made using a Brunton compass. These data were plotted on base maps 
(Figs. 2, 3, and 4, in pocket) and cross sections (Figs. 5 and 6, in 

pocket), at the scale of 4 inches to the mile. The base maps were 

constructed from portions of the 1957 Mount Lemmon and Bellota Ranch 

U.S. Geological Survey topographic quadrangles. Aerial photographs 

having an approximate scale of four inches to the mile greatly facili

tated the accurate location of measurements. Laboratory work included 

thin section examination and point counting of stained rock slabs.
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Previous Work

Published accounts of geologic investigations in the Santa 

Catalina Mountains are very limited, and consequently published ref

erences on the Catalina forerange are even more sparse. The earliest 

work, in 1908, was by Blake, who commented on the sedimentary-appearing 

Santa Catalina Gneiss near "Gibbon's Ranche" in the forerange. Barton 

(1925, pp. 279-282) briefly mentioned the geology of the Catalinas, 

while Davis (1931) discussed the general geomorphology of the entire 

Santa Catalina Mountain range. First to distinguish the forerange 

from the main mountain complex to the north was Bromfield (1952) who 

summarized the then current status of investigations in the range.

DuBois (1959a) related the Santa Catalina Mountains to their general 

geologic setting, and (1959b) described the petrography and structure 

of a part of the gneissic complex. A small exposure of the forerange 

fault near the Pontatoc Mine was discussed by Fair and Jinks (1961) 
while a mineralogic investigation of some garnets in the Catalina 

Gneiss was made by Pilkington (1961). Pashley (1963) reinterpreted 

the anticlinal structure on the west end of the forerange. In 1964,

Mayo described, in detail, an exposure of the Catalina Gneiss north 

of Campbell Avenue in the southwestern part of the forerange.

Of the several unpublished investigations that provide data 

on the geologic features within the range, only four are in the vicinity 
of the present study. A U.S. Geological Survey open file report by 

Moore and others (1941) on the geology of the Tucson quadrangle covers 

the Santa Catalina-Rincon Mountain complex. The conclusions of this
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report are more suggestive than conclusive, and, in general, the map 

is of such large scale as to be of little use in the current investi

gation. The remaining three unpublished references are theses by 

University of Arizona graduate students. Laughlin (1960) discussed 

the petrology of the Nolino Basin area. Peterson (1963) defined a 

portion of the southern forerange structure in the Sabino Canyon area. 

Pashley (1966) described the structure and stratigraphy of the central, 

northern, and eastern parts of the Tucson Basin, and mapped in recon

naissance the general area covered by the current study.

Limited areas within the Santa Catalina Mountains are described 

'in many other unpublished theses by University of Arizona graduate 

students. Many of these investigations were concerned with the struc- 

) tures of the rock units. Earliest of these were the works of Ludden 

{ (1950) in the Campo Bonito area, Bromfield (1950) in the vicinity of 

( the Maudina mine, and Wallace (1951) in part of the Canada del Oro 

district. Studies of the rocks on either side of the Mogul Fault by 

' Wallace (1955) were followed by the detailed investigations of Banerjee 

] (1957) on the Oracle Granite north of the Mogul Fault. Peirce (1958)
[ continued the structural studies in the Catalinas by mapping the north-
f
| central portion of the range. In 1961, part of the Mogul Fault zone 

f was studied by Jinks, while the structures in the Pinal Schist south 

of the fault were worked out by Erickson(1962) . The east flank of the

I' Santa Catalina Mountains was the site of the investigations of Pilking-
?
!> ton (1962) ; the structures of the west side were examined by McCullough

> (1963). A section of the forerange fault near the Pontatoc mine was
_i

studied by Medhi (1964).
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The pegmatites of the Santa Catalina-Rincon complex were studied 

by Hernon (1932). Raabe (1959) worked on the geology of the area from 

Bullock Canyon to Buehman Canyon on the east side of the range, while 

the Leatherwood Quartz Diorite was studied by Hanson (1966). The 

Catalina Gneiss, Precambrian Apache Group metasedimentary rocks, and 

Paleozoic sedimentary rocks near Piety Hill were investigated by 
Broderick (1967).

Several topical studies were performed on rocks within the 

Catalinas. Among these were the 1961 works of Shride on the Pre

cambrian geology, and the use of sodium-potassium ratios in muscovite 

as a geothermometer by Hedge. The metamorphic effects of the Leather- 

wood Quartz Diorite near Mount Lemmon were determined by Wood (1963) 

and variations in chemistry of pegmatites with increasing distance 

from their contacts were studied by Matter (1968).

This compilation of previous work has, of necessity, only 

included studies within the Santa Catalina Mountains that were con

cerned with granitic or gneissic rocks. The author acknowledges that 
the sedimentary rocks surrounding the gneissic complex and the meta

morphic rocks in very limited parts of the Rincon Mountains have also 

been studied. Reference to these works will be noted, where necessary,

in the text.



THE ROCKS

Metamorphic Rocks

General Statement

Metamorphic rocks crop out throughout the summit, southern, 

and southwestern regions of the Santa Catalina Mountains. They are 

also exposed on Agua Caliente Hill, Tanque Verde Ridge, and in the 

Rincon Mountains. The gneissic rocks exposed in all of these areas 

are currently termed Catalina Gneiss, a term originally used in the 

literature by Blake (1908, p. 379) to describe the gneissic rocks of 
the south central forerange.

According to Moore and others (1941, p. 12) "The central core 

of the mountain mass consists of a batholith and its envelope of al
tered gneissic rocks, which together may be referred to as the Santa 

Catalina granitic complex." This complex was separated by Tolman 

(Moore and others, 1941 p. 12) into a dominantly gneissic and a domin

antly granitic part. "The part of the complex mapped as gneiss includes 

two principal varieties; one a medium-coarse-grained rock resembling 

a sheared granite, the other an augen gneiss with crushed porphyroblasts 

of feldspar that are in places several inches in length surrounded by 

fine-grained material rich in biotite." (Mooreand others, 1941, p. 13). 

Tolman1s divisions are currently used on the state geologic map where

in the higher regions of the Catalinas are mapped as "Laramide granite" 

while in the forerange and southeastward into the Rincons a "Laramide 

gneiss" is indicated.

9
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Bromfield (1952, p. 53) subdivided the complex of granites 

and gneisses of the Santa Catalina Mountains into three parts. "Gran

ites are in and near the higher portions of the mountains and grade 

outwards to the south, east, and west into granitic gneisses, which 

in turn grade into injection gneisses in the forerange.11

Butler, Group, and Bromfield (1952, p. 43) noted "typical 
banded gneisses of the forerange" and "granitic gneisses of the main 

range." This terminology has gained general acceptance by the various 

investigators working in the Santa Catalina Mountains. The forementioned 

authors observed the gradation from banded gneisses to granitic gneiss 

but stated (p. 48) "The banded gneisses of the forerange appear to pass 
beneath the granitic gneisses of the main range; ..."

Elaborating on the above subdivisions, Du Bois (1959a, p. Ill) 

stated "The gneissic rocks may be divided into three general types—  

banded augen gneiss, augen gneiss, and granitic gneiss-gneissic granite. 

The banded augen gneiss crops out mainly in the southern part; the augen 

gneiss, in the central part, and the granitic gneiss-gneissic granite 

in the northern part of the exposures of the Catalina gneiss." Du Bois 

1959b, p. 119) also asserted that "The contacts between the various 

types of gneissic rocks are gradational, and outcrops of one type are 

commonly present in areas in which a different type predominates."

Results of the present study suggest that only a two fold 

subdivision of the metamorphic rocks should be recognized: the

banded gneisses of the forerange, and the granitic gneisses of the 

main mountain mass. Pilkington (1962), McCullough (1963% and Peterson 

(1963) have previously subdivided the Catalina gneiss into these broad 

units for mapping purposes.
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When viewed from some distance, the general similarity between 
the banded gneisses and a sequence of ordinary stratified sedimentary 

rocks is remarkable. Because of the similarity, the author sought to 

treat the rocks, in the part of the forerange studied, as a layered 

sequence and subdivided them into units that might readily be recog

nizable for field studies. The two basic criteria used in subdividing 

the gneisses were: 1) was the unit a "cliff former" or a "slope

former"? and 2) was the unit predominantly light or dark colored?

Six units were distinquished during the course of the detailed field 

mapping. Geographic names were applied to the units to facilitate 
field mapping and subsequent discussion, and to avoid the obvious 

problems inherent in using numbering or lettering systems. The units 

delineated are, in ascending order. Seven Falls Gneiss, Soldier Canyon 
Gneiss, Gibbon Mountain Gneiss, Sabino Narrows Gneiss, Thimble Peak 
Gneiss, and East Fork Gneiss. Each unit will be described individually 

in the following sections.

Seven Falls Gneiss

This unit is here named for the area in which it was first 

discovered. Seven Falls on Bear Creek, two miles northeast of the 

Lower Bear Canyon Campground. In the author's previous study 

(Peterson, 1963, p. 6) it was described simply as "granitic gneiss" 

and was equated with the granitic gneiss of Du Bois (1959b, p. 111). 

Only three exposures are believed to occur in this area. The ex

posures in the deeper parts of Bear and Sabino Canyons were reported 

previously (Peterson, 1963, p. 6.) An exposure in Soldier Canyon is
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the other outcrop (Fig. 2). In all places the unit is exposed where 
stream erosion has cut deeply into structurally high areas. The total 

exposed area of the Seven Falls Gneiss is less than one square mile. 

Because it is the lowest unit that crops out in this part of the 

forerange, no estimate of its total thickness can be made. In Bear 

Canyon, a section approximately 400 feet thick is exposed. Sabino 

Canyon reveals about 250 feet of this unit, while in Soldier Canyon 

the exposed thickness is less than 50 feet.

On a weathered surface, the medium-grained Seven Falls Gneiss 

is mottled light to moderate brown and white. Quite commonly the 

weathering of mafic minerals from the overlying Soldier Canyon Gneiss 

has caused nearly vertical brown streaks on the exposures of this 

unit. Fresh samples are nearly white with varying amounts of black 

specks (Fig. 7). Locally the oxidation of iron-bearing minerals 

causes even apparently fresh samples to have a mottled light brown 

or red-brown color.

Although outcrops reveal well-developed joint systems, the 

overall appearance of the Seven Falls Gneiss is massive. In Bear and 

Sabino Canyons, high cliffs formed in this unit are common (Fig. 8). 

The Seven Falls Gneiss is considered to fall into the light-colored, 

"cliff forming" category.

As is common with the rocks of the forerange, the mineralogy 

is very simple and quite consistent. Quartz, potash feldspars, and 

plagioclase are the main minerals. Biotite and magnetite are the 

major accessory minerals; hematite, garnet, epidote, apatite, and 

zircon are minor accessory minerals.
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Figure 7. Seven Falls Gneiss
Fresh sample at type locality. Pencil in center parallel to foliation. 
View looking N. 40° W.

Bear Canyon looking S. 75° W. Contact with overlying Soldier Canyon 
Gneiss shown by dashed line. Cacti 20 to 30 feet tall.
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Observed in thin section, the quartz appears as small, elongated 
anhedral crystals and as phacoidal porphyroblasts. Myrmekitic inter

growths with plagioclase very commonly occur on the borders of the 

potash feldspars. Plagioclase (Oligoclase, An25-30) occurs as xeno- 
blastic crystals in the ground mass and as subhedral to anhedral 

augen-shaped porphyroblasts. Potash feldspar, both microcline and 

orthoclase, form large prophyroblasts that may be either poikiloblastic 

or perthitic, and also appear as small anhedral grains in the matrix.

Of the two varieties of alkali feldspar present, perthitic microcline 

is the most abundant, with orthoclase appearing as poikiloblastic 

crystals.

Biotite, which occurs as unequally distributed flakes, is the 

most common accessory mineral, while magnetite, often with halos of 

hematite, is the second most important accessory. Euhedral garnets, 

subhedral epidote, apapite, and zircon, and irregular muscovite and 

chlorite flakes have also been identified.

Modal analyses, based upon 1000 point counts, using adapta

tions of the techniques developed by Jackson and Ross (1956) and 

Plafker (1956 are shown in Table I.

The development of foliation varies considerably within this 

unit. At several localities in Sabino and Bear Canyons, the foliation 

could be discerned megascopically only by careful, close examination. 

Lineation is likewise commonly difficult to detect.
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Table I. Modal analyses of the Seven Falls Gneiss

Potash Mafic
Location Quartz Feldspar Plagioclase Minerals
1943A 26.5 30.4 31.2 11.9
1943B 28.3 29.6 33.1 9.1
369 13.9 19.5 54.7 12.3

BC7F 24.6 30.5 37.8 7.1
2082 25.8 40.8 30.3 3.1

2083A 28.4 39.1 27.4 5.1
2083B 24.0 37.9 33.4 4.8

Average 24.5 32.5 35.4 7.6

When viewed from a distance, the contact of the Seven Falls 

Gneiss with the overlying Soldier Canyon Gneiss appears to be sharp 

(Fig. 9). In detail, however, the contact is gradational. At the 

type locality, gray medium-grained Seven Falls Gneiss includes large 

stringers of black Soldier Canyon Gneiss (Fig. 10). The complete 
gradation between units takes place within several tens of feet. 

Commonly obscured by talus, the contact where exposed was mapped at 

the base of the lowest continuous black banded layer. On the west 

side of Sabino Canyon and on the east side of Bear Canyon, the Seven 

Falls Gneiss is in fault contact with the overlying unit (Fig. 2).

Soldier Canyon Gneiss

Previously reported as "banded augen gneiss" (Peterson, 1963, 

p. 6% the Soldier Canyon Gneiss derives its name from Soldier Canyon 

where a nearly complete section is revealed. The best exposures occur 

in the stream and along the canyon walls approximately one mile north 

of the Mount Lemmon Highway. Most visitors to this part of the Cata

lina s infer that this unit is typical of all of the forerange. Perhaps
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Figure 9. Seven Falls Gneiss-Soldier Canyon Gneiss contact

Apparent sharp contact between Seven Falls Gneiss (lower) and Soldier 
Canyon Gneiss (upper). View from Bear Canyon Trail looking N. 30° W. 
Cacti 20 to 30 feet tall.

Figure 10. Large inclusion of Soldier Canyon Gneiss in 
Seven Falls Gneiss

Seven Falls on Bear Creek looking S. 80° W. Hammer on lower contact.
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this is because the unit is so well exposed on the walls of Sabino 

and Bear Canyons and along the lower portions of the Mount Lemmon 

Highway where access is easy. The Soldier Canyon Gneiss is the most 

extensive unit in this portion of the forerange (Fig. 2), and is ex

posed over an area of approximately ten square miles. Only in the 

ridge between Bear and Sabino Canyons is this unit exposed in contact 

with both underlying and overlying units. Measurements in this area 

indicate that the Soldier Canyon Gneiss is 600 to 700 feet thick. As 

may be seen by projecting contacts on cross sections D - D 1 (Fig. 5) 

and H - H' (Fig. 6) the section appears to measure between 1000 and 
1600 feet. These measurements indicate a thickening away from the 

anticlinal axis. However, they should not be considered absolute 

thicknesses as faulting or possible small displacements along joint 

planes may have caused omission or repetition of parts of the unit.

As well as being the most extensive unit, the Soldier Canyon 

Gneiss is also structurally the most complex, and compositionally the 

most variable. Basically it is characterized by alternating dark and 

light bands of gneiss and pegmatite. Exposures on walls in northeast

trending canyons show these bands in a near parallel arrangement 

(Fig. 11). On northwest striking cliff faces, the bands exhibit a 

great variety of arrangements.

Light bands may parallel dark, may appear to cut dark layers 

at all angles, may take on a folded appearance ranging from gentle to 

ptygmatic folds, may completely engulf the darker bands, or may them

selves be irregularly dispersed within the dark bands (Figs. 12 and 13)
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Exposure on longitudinal joint surface looking N. 60° W. Thick light 
band of granitic gneiss approximately 5 feet thick.

Figure 12. Irregular light bands in the Soldier Canyon Gneiss

Cliff in Soldier Canyon looking N. 40° E. Picture height approximately 
80 feet.
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Figure 13. Complexities in a dark bank of Soldier Canyon
Gneiss

Light gneissic band (below) and pegmatitic band (above). Light 
gneissic band on northwest flank of a minor fold. Soldier Canyon 
looking N. 65° E.
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The light bands vary considerably in thickness, from a fraction of an 

inch to many feet. A single band may exhibit great lateral variation.

Dark bands also reveal a great variation. Large, white augen 

of feldspar may dot the general black background of a band; these 

augen range in size from a fraction of an inch to as much as two 

inches. Other dark bands may completely lack augen. Numerous fine

grained darker inclusions, possibly representing remnants of metasedi

mentary rocks, are contained within the dark bands. With depth in the 

section, the augen size increases and the inclusion size decreases.

As may be expected from the above description, field exposures 
of Soldier Canyon Gneiss show great variation. In general, weathered 

outcrops are black to reddish brown with the light bands stained light 

to moderate brown. Ridges capped by this unit appear smooth and 
rounded and commonly have gentle slopes. Near vertical cliffs are 

common, however, in areas of intensive jointing. Due to intense 

weathering, penetrating deeply into the rocks on the ridges, fresh 

samples could only be collected from the deeper canyons.

As revealed on the walls of Sabino, Bear, Soldier, and 

Molino Canyons, black bands make up 40 to 70 percent of this unit.

The Soldier Canyon Gneiss was delineated primarily upon its color; 

it cannot be classified as a "cliff former" or a "slope former" as 

it occurs as both (Fig. 14). Because the composition of the dark 

and light bands is so different, the mineralogy and petrography of 
each was studied individually.
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Figure 14. Typical field exposure of Soldier Canyon Gneiss

View from the Mount Lemmon Highway west of Molino Canyon looking N.
70° E. Gentle slopes on skyline and joint controlled cliffs in center.
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Mineralogically the dark bands consist of biotite, quartz, 

potash feldspars, and plagioclase with minor amounts of sericite, 
garnet, epidote, magnetite, hematite, apatite, zircon, and staurolite.

Biotite is the most common mineral and generally the flakes 

are subparallel to the boundaries of the band (Fig. 15). Where ad

jacent to folds in the light bands or in local areas of plastic defor

mation, the flakes are bent and contorted (Fig. 16). Locally the 

flakes are crenulated, and the rock appears to have wavy foliation.

Oligoclase (AngQ.gs) forms most of the porphyroblasts while 
potash feldspars, and rarely quartz, occur locally as augen. Gener

ally quartz is streaked out around the plagioclase augen either as a 

fine-grained matrix or as an alteration of plagioclase. Myrmekite 
is also commonly present.

Euhedral garnets, fractured subhedral apatite grains, very 

minute euhedral crystals and fine to medium-grained well rounded 

fragments of zircon, and angular fragments of staurolite have been 

recognized. Magnetite, altering to hematite, is a common constituent 

in all dark bands and locally may occur in concentrations sufficient 

to deflect a compass needle.

Modal analyses, based upon 500 counts, are shown in Table II. 

The dark bands may locally be termed biotite schists, however the term 

biotite gneiss seems to be more appropriate when the entire sequence 
of dark bands is considered.
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Approximately one mile south-southwest of Gibbon Mountain. Looking 
N. 60° E. Pencil in center parallels foliation.

Figure 16. Contorted foliation in a dark band of Soldier 
Canyon Gneiss

Unoriented block in stream near the Federal Youth Camp. Pencil in 
lower left for scale.
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Table II. Modal analyses of the dark bands of the 
Soldier Canyon Gneiss

Potash Mafic
Location Quartz Feldspar Plagioclase Minerals

885 34.0 10.2 28.2 27.6
27-27 30.8 6.6 31.1 31.5
27-16 18.8 11.8 32.0 37.6
27-9 19.4 3.4 42.2 35.0

Average 25.7 8.0 33.4 32.9

Quartzi potash feldspars, and plagioclase are the major con

stituents of the light bands. Muscovite and biotite are the main 

accessory minerals; garnet, epidote, hematite, magnetite, and apatite 

are the minor accessories.

Light bands may appear with either a gneissic or a pegmatitic 

texture. The bands with gneissic texture are similar petrographically 

to the large gneissic units, e.g. Seven Falls Gneiss or Gibbon Mountain 

Gneiss. Pegmatite bands show a large variation. Some have a graphic 

granite texture. Others are zoned with an inner core of quartz sur

rounded by quartz, feldspar, and muscovite, and yet others are com

posed of almost uniformly mixed quartz, feldspar, and muscovite. The 

modal analyses shown in Table III indicate the variations in composi

tion.

Foliation and lineation are both well developed within this 

unit except in the coarse pegmatite bands. Generally on the ridges, 

readings were questionable because weathered slabs of gneiss had lost 

their original orientation as they settled down slope.
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Table III. Modal analyses of the light bands of the 
Soldier Canyon Gneiss

Location Quartz
Potash Mafic

Feldspar_______Plagioclase______ Minerals

27-29 33.5 38.6 24.9 3.0
27-21 30.5 30.9 30.7 7.9
1926 28.6 27.9 37.3 6.2

27-18 33.5 11.4 51.7 3.4
27-8 26.3 32.0 35.6 6.1
2076 21.5 32.2 38.4 7.9
1486 25.5 39.9 24.9 9.7

27-25 22.1 43.4 32.4 2.1
Average 27.4 31.6 34.8 6.2

The contact of the Soldier Canyon Gneiss with the overlying 

Gibbon Mountain Gneiss is gradational. Near the top of the Soldier 

Canyon Gneiss, several thick, light gneissic bands occur. These 

bands are from ten to twenty feet thick, and, in hand specimen, are 

similar to the Gibbon Mountain Gneiss. In the same region the dark 

bands are thinner and commonly are quite contorted. The contact was 

mapped above the highest dark band and at the base of the massive 

light gneiss. On ridges, the location of the contact was facili

tated as the Soldier Canyon Gneiss forms a gentle slope while the 

Gibbon Mountain Gneiss typically forms vertical cliffs (Fig. 17). 

Northward the Soldier Canyon Gneiss appears to grade laterally into 

the granitic gneiss of the main range. Irregular pods and stringers 

of what is believed to be Soldier Canyon Gneiss are engulfed by the 
granitic gneiss. This relationship is especially well exposed in 

road cuts on the Mount Lemmon Highway along the north side of Molino 
Basin (Fig. 18).
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(

Figure 17. Soldier Canyon Gneiss-Gibbon Mountain Gneiss
contact.

Cliff in center is of Gibbon Mountain Gneiss, irregular slope below 
cliff is of Soldier Canyon Gneiss. View from Bear Canyon Trail looking 
N. 55° E. toward Gibbon Mountain.

Figure 18. Irregular pods of Soldier Canyon Gneiss engulfed 
by granitic gneiss of the main range

View from the Mount Lemmon Highway on the north side of Molino Basin 
looking N. 45° E.
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Gibbon Mountain Gneiss

The Gibbon Mountain Gneiss obtains its name from excellent 

exposures of this light colored rock on the crest and the north and 

northwest flanks of Gibbon Mountain. Total exposed area is in excess 

of six square miles, (Fig. 2) limited primarily to the type locality, 

the southwestern portion of the study area, and isolated exposures 

on ridges. As shown on the cross sections of Figures 5 and 6, the 

thickness of this unit varies between 750 and 1200 feet; it is thinner 

on the domal crest and appears to thicken northward and southward.

On weathered surfaces, the Gibbon Mountain Gneiss varies from 

gray to gray-green to light brown. In the south, the unit is fine 

to medium grained with small augen-shaped porphyroblasts. To the 

north, grain size increases and the unit is dominantly medium grained, 

containing augen as much as an inch in length. Fresh samples are 

generally gray although upon closer examination the rocks appear as 

thin laminae of wavy black biotite flakes wrapped around the white 

porphyroblasts (Fig. 19).

Steep cliffs and a massive appearance are characteristic of 
exposures of Gibbon Mountain Gneiss. Commonly dark bands as thick 

as several feet interrupt this general massive appearance, and form 

gentle slopes. Pegmatitic dikes, as much as a foot in thickness also 

are common. These dikes intersect the foliation at all angles and 

locally appear as gentle folds similar to the folded light bands in 

the underlying Soldier Canyon Gneiss. Jointing and intense weathering 

have caused outcroppings on ridges to be very irregular (Fig. 20).
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Figure 19. Gibbon Mountain Gneiss 

Fresh sample exposed in Federal Youth Camp. Looking N. 80° E.

Figure 20. Gibbon Mountain Gneiss forming ridge west of 
Bear Canyon

View from Bear Canyon Trail looking N. 50° W. Dashed line marks 
approximate contact with underlying Soldier Canyon Gneiss.
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The Gibbon Mountain Gneiss is considered to be in the light colored, 

"cliff forming" category.

Mineralogically the Gibbon Mountain Gneiss is similar to all 

other units. The jnain constituents are quartz, potash feldspars, 

plagioclase, and biotite. Muscovite, garnet, magnetite, epidote, 

and zircon occur as the accessory minerals.

In thin section, quartz occurs primarily as elongated irreg

ular lenses with a pronounced mortar structure. Commonly fine-grained 

halos surround lenticular porphyroblasts of feldspar or occur irreg

ularly interspersed within the rock. Plagioclase (Oligoclase, AngQ.gg) 

appears as small xenoblastic crystals, as subhedral to anhedral augen- 

shaped porphyroblasts, and as myrmekitic intergrowths with quartz. 

Potash feldspar occurs as poikiloblastic or slightly perthitic por

phyroblasts, as small anhedral grains in the matrix, and as replace

ments along the borders of the cataclastically deformed plagioclase 

lenses. Biotite and muscovite appear wrapped around the phacoidal 

porphyroblasts.

A very few small scattered euhedral garnets occur within 

this unit. Rare subhedral to anhedral grains of epidote are present 

as well as some very small euhedral to subhedral zircon crystals. 

Magnetite forms irregular, unequally distributed blebs, often with 

borders of hematite.

In contrast to the Seven Falls Gneiss, the percentage of 

matrix is greater in the Gibbon Mountain Gneiss. Porphyroblasts 

appear to have been rolled, and the effects of cataclastic deforma
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tion seem to be considerably greater in this light colored gneissic 

unit, the significance of which will be discussed later. Modal anal

yses based upon 1000 point counts are shown in Table IV.

Table IV. Modal analyses of the Gibbon Mountain Gneiss

Location Quartz
Potash Mafic

Feldspar_______Plagioclase ______ Minerals

40-26 26.4 39.5
1969 18.9 32.0
1340 27.8 38.4
1953 22.2 38.1

H-5-3 25.0 33.7
2045 27.2 36.3
1041 16.0 29.2
1374 24.1 24.3
GMN 26.2 34.6

FYC1 25.2 28.9
Average 24.2 33.6

24.7 9.4
23.7 25.2
18.0 15.8
30.8 8.9
22.5 18.8
23.4 13.1
31.8 23.0
31.1 20.5
25.9 13.3
29.9 16.0

26.4 15.8

both well developed in this unit.Foliation and lineation are 

The tendency of the rocks to split along foliation planes not only 
reveals the irregular nature of this planar structure, but also the

well developed cataclastically formed lineation.

A sharp contact appears to exist between the Gibbon Mountain 

Gneiss and the overlying Sabino Narrows Gneiss. On ridge lines the 

characteristic steep cliffs of the former abruptly give way to the 

very gentle slopes of the latter (Fig. 21). On canyon walls and in 

stream valleys the contact is marked by a rapid change in color from 

light gray below to black above. Northward the Gibbon Mountain Gneiss 

appears to grade into the undifferentiated granitic-gneiss of the 

main range. The relationship between the two units is complicated
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by an east striking fault which passes north of Hill 5503 plus many 

small fractures which traverse the Federal Youth Camp area. Additional 

complications result because of similarities in appearance between 

the Gibbon Mountain Gneiss and the main range granitic-gneiss. The 

transition probably occurs within the zone of fracturing. Additional 

study of this transition within the Romero Pass Fracture Zone (McCul

lough, 1963, p. 49) will be necessary to determine the exact nature 

of the relationship.

Sabino Narrows Gneiss

"The Narrows" is a local name applied to an area about one 

half mile north of the end of Sabino Canyon Road where the channel 

of Sabino Creek is abruptly constricted. The type area of the Sabino 

Narrows Gneiss is immediately south of "The Narrows." This unit crops 

out as a thin band in the northwestern part of the area and as isolated 

caps on ridges in the western portion; total exposed area is approxi

mately one square mile (Fig. 2). Thicknesses, as indicated on the 

cross sections (Figs. 5 and 6), vary from 300 to 400 feet.

Since it also consists of light and dark layers, the Sabino 

Narrows Gneiss is similar in appearance to the Soldier Canyon Gneiss 

from which it can be distinguished by stratigraphic position. On 

weathered surfaces, the unit is generally brownish black to black 

with thin white to light brown bands. Ridges are commonly covered 

with light to moderate brown slabs and weathered black rubble. Fresh 

samples of the dark layers, which outnumber light layers by a ratio 

of about two to one, reveal a sparkling black, almost schistose
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Figure 21. Slope forming Sabino Narrows Gneiss

Contact with cliff forming Gibbon Mountain Gneiss left center and 
cliff forming Thimble Peak Gneiss upper right. View from Sabino 
Canyon Trail looking S. 45° W.
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biotite-rich rock (Fig. 22). Although the biotite-rich layers locally 

contain light-colored, augen-shaped porphyroblasts as much as an inch 

in length, the more prevalent occurrences of the dark layers lack 

large augen. Layers, with or without augen, contain thin light bands, 

many of which have been gently folded or even contorted.

Very gentle slopes covered with rubble and abundant vegetation 

are typical of this unit (Fig. 23); however, steep cliffs are common 

in the canyons because of vertical joints. The Sabino Narrows Gneiss 

is a dark colored, "slope forming" unit.

Mineralogically, the dark bands are composed primarily of 

biotite with varying amounts of quartz, potash feldspar, and plagio- 

clase. Magnetite, garnet, epidote, and muscovite are the accessory 
minerals.

Thin section examination shows the biotite flakes to be 

aligned parallel or subparallel to each other except where they wrap 

around white porphyroblasts. This biotite parallelism is quite con

stant except near folded light bands, where the flakes may be very 

contorted. Quartz and plagioclase are the dominant light colored 

minerals. Quartz occurs as irregular stringers and lenses, and 

plagioclase appears as shattered porphyroclasts. Potash feldspar 

forms alteration rims around plagioclase augen, poikiloblastic inclu

sions in quartz masses, and isolated, very sparse, porphyroblasts.

The dark bands exhibit a very wide variety of compositions; an indi

cation of this variety is seen in the modal analyses of Table V.
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Figure 22. Fresh sample of Sabino Narrows Gneiss 

Sabino Canyon Trail looking N. 15° E.

Sabino Canyon Trail looking north.
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The light bands have either a gneissic or pegmatitic texture. 
Gneissic bands are compositionally similar to the large gneissic units 

such as the Gibbon Mountain Gneiss, while the pegmatitic bands are com

posed primarily of quartz and potash feldspar with varying amounts of 

plagioclase, garnet, hematite, magnetite, and muscovite. Table VI 

shows the variations in compositions of selected samples of light bands 

from the Sabino Narrows Gneiss.

As with its lower contact, the Sabino Narrows Gneiss also has 

a sharp upper contact (Fig. 21); the change from a gentle slope to 

near vertical cliffs and from dark to light color is very abrupt. To 

the north, the unit is in fault contact with the granitic gneiss of 

the main range near the Sycamore Canyon Reservoir (Fig. 2).

Table V. Modal analyses of the dark bands of the 
Sabino Narrows Gneiss

Potash Mafic
Location Quartz Feldspar Plagioclase Minerals

9-27-3 23.4 8.6 31.9 36.1
9-27-4 25.6 6.3 34.9 33.5
9-27-5 37.2 2.2 30.0 30.6
9-27-6 24.8 13.8 29.4 32.0

Average 27.7 7.7 31.5 33.1
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Table VI. Modal analyses of the light bands of the 
Sabino Narrows Gneiss

Potash Mafic
Location Quartz Feldspar Plagioclase Minerals

9-27-1 32.1 41.6 24.5 1.8
9-27-2 27.3 44.2 22.9 5.6

9-27-2a 22.6 39.4 28.2 9.8
FYC 30.5 23.8 38.1 7.6

Average 28.1 37.3 28.4 6.2

Thimble Peak Gneiss
Thimble Peak is the highest point on the ridge separating 

Sabino Creek from Bear Creek. From this aptly named promontory, the 

Thimble Peak Gneiss receives its name. The best exposures, however, 

are to be found in the craggy outcrops north of Thimble Peak and 
south of East Fork. This unit is confined to a band covering approxi

mately three square miles across the northwest corner of the area 

(Fig. 2). As shown on Figure 5, the thickness of the Thimble Peak 

Gneiss may only be approximated by projecting upper and lower contacts 

on cross sections D - D 1 and E - E*; measurements made from these pro

jections indicate that the thickness appears to vary from 2000 to 3000 

feet. These figures only indicate magnitude; accuracy is lacking 

because of complications of faulting and many fluctuations in the dip 

of the foliation.

Typical exposures reveal a medium-to coarse-grained, light 

brown to gray augen gneiss; color depends upon the degree of decomposi

tion of the mafic minerals. Locally, light brown, thin, almost phyllitic 

layers are included within the augen gneiss. Thin pegmatitic bands
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which cross cut the foliation and commonly are gently folded also are 
in this unit. Fresh specimens of Thimble Peak Gneiss are almost white 
with thin black wisps of biotite wrapped around augen-shaped porphyro- 

blasts (Fig. 24). The augen structure is very apparent throughout the 

unit although the development of augen seems to vary; larger augen were 

found in the northernmost exposures near the terminus of East Fork.

The Thimble Peak Gneiss has a massive appearance that on ridges, 

because of jointing, forms tall rounded spires and thin vertical slabs 

(Fig. 25). Intense weathering has caused the rocks to lose much of 

their cohesiveness, and they readily crumble. As with the other light 

colored gneisses, the Thimble Peak Gneiss is also included within the 

light colored, "cliff forming" category.
Quartz, potash feldspars, plagioclase, biotite, and muscovite 

are the primary minerals in the Thimble Peak Gneiss while garnet, 

epidote, zircon, apatite, chlorite, sericite, staurolite, magnetite, 
and hematite all are minor accessory minerals.

Thin section inspection shows quartz to occur in irregular 

masses with pronounced suturing and mortar structure, and as fine 

stringers around feldspar porphyroblasts. Oligoclase (Angg.gg), 

commonly sericitized, forms anhedral broken porphyroblasts, fine

grained matrix, and myrmekitic intergrowths with quartz. Potash 

feldspars occur most frequently as poikiloblastic porphyroblasts al

though they also form alteration rims along the edges of fractured 

plagioclase porphyroblasts, and are a constituent in the matrix. In 

the Thimble Peak Gneiss, the content of muscovite is approximately
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Looking N. 70° W. in Sabino Canyon.

View looking S. 55° W. from ridge south of Pine Canyon.
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equal to the amount of biotite. Cataclastic deformation appears 

stronger in this unit than in the lower units. The amount of matrix 

is nearly equal to the amount of porphyroblasts, which are themselves 

shattered revealing broken edges.

Table VII. Modal analyses of the Thimble Peak Gneiss
Potash Mafic

Location_______Quartz_______Feldspar_______Plagioclase________Minerals

2031 22.8 39.1 20.0 18.1
TPpc 27.7 29.1 27.4 15.8
2000 30.6 27.3 25.6 16.5
2005 25.8 32.4 28.5 13.3
1982 29.5 34.4 24.6 11.3
1977 26.5 29.6 31.4 12.5
2035 21.1 35.9 25.8 17.2
2065 29.6 35.0 29.6 5.8
TPcg 25.1 34.0 32.8 8.2
TPef 24.1 37.0 27.0 11.9

Average 26.3 33.4 27.3 13.0

This unit also has well developed foliation and lineation, 

both of which were enhanced by a late stage cataclastic deformation.

The contact between the Thimble Peak Gneiss and the overlying 

East Fork Gneiss was placed at the base of a twenty foot thick black 

band that is continuous across the entire study area. This black band 

rests on a massive white band, and consequently the contact is easily 

recognized. Even though both the Thimble Peak Gneiss and the East 

Fork Gneiss are light colored "cliff formers", the two are readily 

distinguished on weathered surfaces (Fig. 26). To the north, in Syca

more Canyon, the Thimble Peak Gneiss appears to grade almost impercepti

bly into the granitic gneiss of the main range. The two gneisses are
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so similar that a contact could not be precisely located. The grada

tion is complicated in the Pine Canyon-Sycamore Canyon region by a 

series of north striking fractures that intersect the Romero Pass 
Fracture Zone in Sycamore Canyon.

East Fork Gneiss
Uppermost of the six gneissic units in this part of the fore

range is here named the East Fork Gneiss from exposures in and near 

East Fork of Sabino Creek. Although it seems to have a continuous 
outcrop westward into the higher regions of the forerange, the East 

Fork Gneiss is exposed over only about one square mile in the north

west corner of the study area (Fig. 2). The thickness of this unit 

is not known because an overlying unit has, as yet, not been defined; 
additional work to the west may reveal the presence of an upper unit. 

The cross sections of Figure 5 show that a thickness of between 1500 

and 2000 feet of East Fork Gneiss may be present in this area.

Of the four light colored gneissic units, the East Fork Gneiss 

shows the most vertical variation. Generally it is a mottled light 

to moderate brown and white sheared augen gneiss that varies from 

medium grained near its contact with the Thimble Peak Gneiss to very 

coarse grained where it is in transition with the granitic gneiss of 

the main range (Fig. 27). Dark bands are at the base of the unit, and 

two thin greenish black schistose layers are exposed in East Fork near 

the junction with West Fork. Fine-grained black or brown and white 

speckled gneissic layers also occur in this unit along East Fork.

Augen gneiss seems to surround the schistose layers and the fine-
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Figure 26. Thimble Peak Gneiss-East Fork Gneiss contact

Sharp contact between Thimble Peak Gneiss (lower) and East Fork Gneiss 
(upper). Jog in contact due to fault. View from Sabino Canyon Trail 
looking N. 55° W.

Exposure in tributary to East Fork of Sabino Creek looking N. 65° W.
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grained gneiss, consequently the entire sequence is included as one 

unit. On freshly broken surfaces, the gneisses are white with black 

wisps or specks of biotite.

A massive, cliff forming appearance is typical of the East 

Fork Gneiss, although locally, because of variations in lithology, 

gentle slopes or weathered out notches are present (Fig. 28). Steep 

dips and intense fracturing have served to disrupt the general massive 

appearance in East Fork.

Quartz, potash feldspars, plagioclase, muscovite, and biotite 

are the main components of the East Fork Gneiss. Minor accessory 
minerals include apatite, magnetite, garnet, zircon, sericite, and 

chlorite.

Observed microscopically, quartz forms irregular masses with 

motar structure, fine-grained stringers, and inclusions within feldspar 

poikiloblasts. Myrmekite is a very conspicuous component in all speci

mens. Potash feldspars and oligoclase porphyroblasts exhibit irregular 

fractured borders, and locally matrix material occupies separations 

along cleavage planes. Muscovite, the most abundant mica in the East 

Fork Gneiss, forms large subhedral flakes that wrap around the feldspar 

porphyroblasts; biotite occurs as small flakes that are bent and dis

torted. Locally, biotite forms inclusions within feldspar poikilo- 

blasts. Modal analyses of four samples of gneiss from this unit are 

shown in Table VIII.
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Figure 28. Field exposure of East Fork Gneiss

Cliff on north side of East Fork. View from Sabino Canyon Trail 
looking N. 45° W. Cacti in lower center approximately 10 feet tall.

Figure 29. Dark layers of East Fork Gneiss intertongued 
with the granitic gneiss of the main range

View looking north in Box Camp Canyon approximately one mile north 
of East Fork.
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Table Vllf. Modal analyses of the East Fork Gneiss

Location Quartz
Potash

Feldspar Plagioclase
Mafic
Minerals

PC
FG
EF
A5

28.0
30.7
27.3
26.0

36.6
33.1
30.0
28.3

19.5
23.8
24.7
27.7

15.9
12.4
18.0
18.0

Average 28.0 32.0 23.9 16.1

Cataclastic deformation has accentuated the lineation and 

foliation in the East Fork Gneiss and both are very well developed. 

This unit has the best developed foliation of all of the light colored 

gneisses.

Since no unit is yet known to overlie the East Fork Gneiss, 

nothing may be said regarding vertical contact relations. However, 
this unit does grade laterally northward into the granitic gneiss of 

the main range. Near the mouths of Palisade and Box Camp Canyons, 

thin stringers of granitic gneiss appear to be intertongued with 

East Fork Gneiss (Fig. 29). Northward, these stringers of granitic 

gneiss increase in thickness as the amount of augen gneiss decreases, 

finally disappearing completely. Likewise, an increase in the size 

of the augen in the East Fork Gneiss is apparent northward while the 

amount of shearing seems to decrease. This transition is believed to 

be the one referred to by Du Bois (1959b, p. 119) as the transition 

from augen gneiss to granitic gneiss; the East Fork Gneiss is possibly 

Du Bois' augen gneiss.
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Granitic Gneiss of the Main Range

Because the upper five of the six units in the forerange study 

area are believed to grade laterally into the granitic gneiss of the 

main range, a brief description of this gneiss is included to acquaint 

the reader with this particular rock. Only enough work was done in the 
part of the mountain range where this rock type is exposed to be 

certain that the transition zone had been crossed. The possibility 

exists that the lowest unit, the Seven Falls Gneiss, is also transi

tional with the main range.

The granitic gneiss is a medium-to coarse-grained rock that 

varies from light to moderate brown on weathered surfaces and 

generally forms massive outcrops. On fresh surfaces, the rock is 

nearly white with scattered black flakes. Outcrops reveal a rock 

that is more even grained than the rocks in the forerange. Foliation 

is locally well developed as is lineation. In general, however, the 

rocks are not as well foliated as those in the forerange.

Quartz, potash feldspars, plagioclase, muscovite and biotite 

are the major rock forming minerals, and minor amounts of garnet, 

magnetite, hematite, and apatite are recognized in hand specimen. 

Commonly, hematite is abundant enough to cause an extensive staining. 

Pilkington (1962, pp. 60-65) describes this gneiss in considerable 

detail, and the reader is referred to his discussion for additional
information.
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Modal analyses for five samples of granitic gneiss are shown 
in Table IX. This table is included for comparison with the six units 
previously discussed.

Table IX. Modal analyses of the Granitic Gneiss 
of the Main Range

Potash Mafic
Location_______Quartz_______Feldspar Plagioclase________Minerals

FG 27.3 31.7 36.8 4.2
MLH 25.6 34.3 27.9 12.2
5503 32.2 33.5 29.2 5.1
SyC 22.7 29.1 37.3 10.9
PIC 27.0 29.8 32.6 10.6

Average 27.0 31.7 32.6 8.7

Silicified Gneiss

Locally along the southernmost gneiss exposures, a pale green, 

highly sheared, silicified gneiss crops out (Fig. 2). Thin section 
study reveals that these rocks vary from an ultramylonite to a silici

fied mylonitic augen gneiss. Exposed south of the silicified mylonite 

augen gneiss, the ultramylonite is granulated and extremely fine 

grained. The silicified mylonite augen gneiss shows intense cataclas- 
tic deformation and silicification, but porphyroclasts of feldspars 

and quartz are still recognizable along with local flakes of muscovite. 

Rocks mapped as silicified gneiss (Fig. 2) are believed to be an 

altered form of Soldier Canyon Gneiss and possibly Gibbon Mountain 

Gneiss. Northward, the intensity of shearing and the amount of 

silicification decrease and the gneiss appears "as a jumble of fractured 

gneiss coated with green hydrothermal minerals" (Peterson 1963, p. 27).
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Farther to the north, which may be a matter of a few feet, the normal 

appearing Soldier Canyon Gneiss crops out. The exposed zone of sili- 

cified gneiss is less than 200 feet wide and its total exposed area 

is very minor.

Dike Rocks

Aplites and Lamprophyres

Associated with the gneissic units in the forerange are 

several aplitic and lamprophyric dikes. These rock masses are thin, 

measuring less than an inch to as much as three or four feet thick, 

and seem to be very discontinuous. Locations of the thicker dikes 
are shown on Figure 2; thicknesses, of course, are not shown to scale. 

Both aplites and lamprophyres occupy tension joints.

Fine-to medium-grained aplites composed primarily of quartz 

with minor amounts of feldspar, hematite, epidote, and chrysocolla 

are found to occupy joints that strike about N. 30° W. In the south

ern half of the area, most of the joints contain pale green siliceous 

material that commonly appears to have altered the adjacent wall rock. 

These thin dikes appear to be similar in composit i on to the siliceous 

material that crops out locally in the extreme southern portion of 

gneiss exposures.

Dark dike rocks that are here classified as lamprophyres are 

exposed throughout the area. These are greenish black to black on a 

fresh surface and weather to green or dark brown. Some exposures are 

so thoroughly weathered that fresh samples are unattainable. The
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lamprophyres seem to consist of two varieties. The first consists of 

plagioclase and quartz phenocrysts set in a very fine grained fibrous 

matrix. The second is composed of medium-grained hornblende and 

plagioclase. This latter variety is similar to the mafic dikes re

ported by Broderick (1967, p. 37) in the Piety Hill area.

Sedimentary Rocks

Rillito Beds

The only type of rock exposed in the area of this report, 

other than the previously mentioned metamorphic gneisses and the 

alluvial debris described below, crops out in Section 13, T. 13 S.,

R, 15 E. (Fig. 2). This is a small exposure of light brown siltstone 

and sandstone that Pashley (1966, p. 66) has termed Type I Rillito 
Beds of Middle (?) Tertiary Age. The contact of these sedimentary 

rocks with the gneissic rocks to the north is covered by terrace 

gravels or alluvium, and to the south, they dip under a cover of 

Recent alluvium. For additional information concerning the Type I 

Rillito Beds, the reader is referred to the works of Pashley (1966) 

and of Voelger (1953).

Older Alluvium-Terrace Deposits

Along most major stream channels near the gneiss-alluvium 

contact are deposits that perhaps represent an older level of allu

viation. These are composed primarily of angular to well-rounded 

cobble to boulder sized gneissic fragments that locally contain abundant 

sand. The upper surface dips very gently basinward; however, the
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terminus is marked by an abrupt increase in dip giving it the appear

ance of a scarp that may be five to ten feet high. These deposits 

have been cut by the modern streams presently draining the area.

In the higher reaches of the major streams are found many 

breached mudflows or talus cones composed of very poorly sorted sedi

mentary debris. These deposits attain thicknesses as much as 40 feet, 

and in Sabino and Bear Canyons cover extensive areas of the canyon 

walls.
The breached mudflows and terrace deposits appear to be a 

part of the same older level of alluviation that was dissected in 

recent geologic time (Davis, 1931, p. 302).

Younger Alluvium

Unconsolidated sand, gravel, and silt are found locally in 

all stream beds and generally form a thin veneer on the eroded gneissic 

rocks. In the larger canyons, the deposits are quite extensive but 

of unknown thickness; this is especially true in the basins along the 

northern boundary of the area. Poorly consolidated sediments also 

lap onto the gneiss along the southern boundary of the area covered 

by this report.



DESCRIPTION OF STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS

Foliation

The term foliation is used to describe the planar parallelism 

of minerals within the metamorphic rocks of the forerange. This usage 

is consistent with many American and British authors and more recently 

with Whitten (1966, p. 219) who uses the term "for planar structures 

defined by the preferred orientation of component grains or fragments 

in deformed rocks", and with Turner and Weiss (1963, p. 97) who "use 

the term foliation to cover all types of mesoscopically recognizable 

£ - surfaces of metamorphic orgin." All six gneissic units in the 

study area exhibit not only a generally well defined planar parallelism 

of minerals, but also what may be considered on a macroscale as 

lithologic layering. Both of the above should be called foliation 

according to Turner and Weiss (1963, p. 97) who state "Lithologic 

layering, preferred dimensional orientation of mineral grains, and 
surfaces of physical discontinuity and fissility resulting from local

ized slip may all contribute to foliation of different kinds." The 

planar parallelism in the forerange manifests itself by the near 

parallel arrangement of biotite and muscovite, by streaked out quartz 

and granulated matrix, and by aligned, flattened ellipsoidal crystals 

(Fig. 30). Lithologic layering and two other foliate structures are 

present in this part of the forerange. Remnants of metasedimentary 

inclusions and the apparent conformable sequence of the various units

50
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define the lithologic layering. Generally within a unit all evidences 

of original structures have been destroyed because of the effects of 

a later cataclastic deformation. The resulting foliation is comparable 

to the S-2 surface of PiIkington (1962, p. 75).

Within the exposures of the Seven Falls Gneiss, the prominent 

foliation strikes N. 60° E. and dips northwest at angles from 5° to 

75°; locally the foliation is flat or dips gently southeast. Upward 

in the section the foliation is nearly parallel to the layers of the 

several overlying units and possibly is parallel to the stratification 

in the original sedimentary rocks. This planar parallelism of miner

als is equated with the S-5 surface of Pilkington (1962, p. 79). 

Attitudes of this planar element include all possible dip angles 

(Fig. 2).
A third planar element cuts across the earlier formed elements 

in the vicinity of the Romero Pass Fracture Zone along the northern 

boundary of the study area. This foliation strikes about N. 70° W. 

and dips northward at angles between 10° and 30°. This is perhaps 

comparable with Pilkington1s (1962, p. 81) S-6 surface. An excellent 

outcrop showing this cross cutting relationship is exposed in a 

road cut on the north side of Molino Basin (Fig. 31). Within the 

transition from Soldier Canyon Gneiss to the granitic gneiss of the 

main range in Molino Basin, two planar elements are also revealed. 

Foliation in the dark pods of Soldier Canyon Gneiss strikes approxi

mately north and dips eastward, while in the surrounding granitic 

gneiss, strikes are nearly east with dips either gently north or
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Figure 30. Flattened feldspar augen and biotite flakes

Pencil in upper left parallels foliation. East Fork Gneiss looking 
east.

In upper section, foliation strikes N. 80° W. and dips 18° NE. ; in 
lower, strike is N. 20° E. and dip is 17° SE. View from the Mount 
Lemmon Highway on the north side of Molino Basin looking north.
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south. The implications of these planar elements will be discussed 
in more detail in the section on structural history.

Lineation

Lineation is used in this report in the manner defined by 

E. Cloos (1946, p. 1) as "a descriptive and nongenetic term for any 

kind of linear structure within or on a rock." Linear parallelism is 

perhaps the most dominant structural element observed in the meta- 

morphic rocks of the Santa Catalina Mountains; it certainly is one 

of the prominent features of all six gneissic units in the forerange. 

Lineation is seen on a small scale as stretched quartz grains, smeared 

micas, and elongated feldspar augen, all of which lie in the plane 

of the foliation (Fig. 32). On a large scale, the linear element is 

apparent in oriented metasedimentary inclusions, boudins, mullions, 
and parallelism of large and small fold axes (Fig. 33),

Past workers in the Catalinas have commented on the near 

constant east-northeasterly to northeasterly trend of the lineation, 

especially in the cataclastically deformed rocks. These workers have 

noted also that variations in trend exist, but did not mention whether 

the variations were random or whether they had a pattern. During the 

field mapping, the author found that the trend of the lineation varied 

from N. 28° E. to N. 75° E. In the southern half of the area, trends 

were near N. 70° E., while in the north, they were closer to N. 50° E. 

To emphasize the changes in trend, the mapped area was divided into 

four regions; the major fold axes served as regional boundaries.



Figure 32. Stretched quartz on top of pegmatitic band 

Lineation trends N. 65° E. View vertical.

Figure 33. Lineation of minor fold axes 

View looking S. 60° W. in Rattlesnake Canyon.
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Orientation diagrams of lineations were prepared for the four regions: 

the results of which may be seen on Figure 4. Along the southern half 

(Regions I and II), the trend is remarkably constant near S. 65° W. 

That is, the lineation on either side of the Sabino Canyon Fold, south 

of the East Forerange Fold, is nearly constant, and parallel to the 

major fold axis. Plunge angles vary from 0° to 20° southwest. North
ward, across the axis of the East Forerange Fold, the lineation plunge 

reverses direction and the trend changes to N. 45° E. to N. 50° E. 

(Regions III and IV). The axis of the Sabino Canyon Fold also trends 

more northerly in this part of the area. On the northeast flank of 

the Sabino Canyon Fold, and north of the East Forerange Fold, the 

trends average N. 49° E. (Fig. 4). On the northwest flank of the 

Sabino Canyon Fold, north of the East Forerange Fold, the trends 

average N. 45° E., reflecting the influence of an area, near Sycamore 

Canyon Reservoir, where most readings are N. 30° E. Angles of plunge 

are from 0° to 45° northeast. Plunges reverse because of cross 

folding on a minor scale.

A very late stage lineation is present in this area as ex

pressed in the striated slickensides of the many fracture zones.

Host of these striations trend west-northwest although there are 

many departures from this direction. Plunge angles also vary from 

horizontal to vertical. An orientation diagram constructed for these 

linear features revealed no maxima and therefore was not included 
in this report.
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Folds

Major Anticlinal Structures

Foliations in this section of the forerange delineate two 

large doubly plunging anticlinal structures which have been named 

the Sabino Canyon Fold and the East Forerange Fold (Fig. 2). The 

former, named by the author (Peterson, 1963, p. 20), has an axis 

that trends approximately N. 60° E.; this axis is difficult to locate 

precisely due to the gentle nature of the fold and to subsequent de

formation which included faulting and cross folding. The culmination 

of the Sabino Canyon Fold occurs in the vicinity of Seven Falls in 

Bear Canyon (Peterson, 1963, Plate I). From this high point, the axis 

plunges southwest at angles as steep as 15° and northeast at angles 
as large as 30°. Southwestward the fold plunges under a cover of 

alluvium between Sabino and Bear Canyons. To the north, the fold 

extends beyond the boundaries of this study and dies out near Green 

Mountain (Fig. 34,. also see Pilkington, 1962, Plate 2). The south

ern part of the Sabino Canyon Fold seems to be slightly asymmetrical 

in that dips on the northwest flank rarely exceed 20°, while on the 

southeast flank, dip angles may be as large as 40°. The northern 

part of this fold seems to be essentially symmetrical in the area 

covered by this report. The axial plane of the Sabino Canyon Fold 

therefore is inclined at a steep angle to the northwest in its south

ern portion and is near vertical in the north.
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The East Forerange Fold crosses the Sabino Canyon Fold near 
Seven Falls. This structure was originally: named the Forerange Fold 

(Peterson, 1963, p. 21). However, because other anticlinal structures 

are believed to be present in the forerange, the name is here changed 

to give a more accurate geographic location to the fold. The East 

Forerange Fold axis trends approximately east throughout the eastern 

and central parts of the study area, while in the western part, the 

surface trace of the axis is near N. 70° W. Soldier Canyon marks the 

position of the structural culmination; eastward the axis plunges 

5° to 15°, and westward the plunge is 5° to 20°. Dips of foliation 

planes on the southern flank locally reach 40°, but, on the northern 

flank, especially in the vicinity of East Fork, they approach the 

vertical. This indicates that this fold also is asymmetrical, and 

its axial plane dips steeply to the south. The change in direction 
of the surface trace of the fold axis in the western part of the study 

area is due in part to the inclined axial plane intersecting topo

graphically and stratigraphica1ly higher regions.

The Sabino Canyon Fold parallels trends previously reported 

in the Catalina-Rincon complex by Moore and others, and by Banerjee, 

McCullough, Mayo, Leger, McColly, Peterson, and Pashley. These 

earlier reports are all essentially confined to areas south of the 

main range or in the Rincon Mountains; that is, they seem to be 

related to the banded gneiss portion of the complex, with the ex

ception of Banerjee1s reports on the Oracle Granite at the extreme 

north end of the range (Fig. 34). The East Forerange Fold is nearly
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parallel to trends reported by Peirce, Wallace, Banerjee, Erickson, 

Jinks, Pilkington, and McCullough and appears to be related to the 

granitic gneiss part of the complex.

Minor Anticlinal Structures

A multitude of small anticlinal folds occur in this area 

that have axes nearly parallel to the Sabino Canyon Fold axis (Fig. 2) 

These folds vary from three to twenty feet in width (Fig. 35), but 

their extent, parallel to their axes, is not known. Commonly, pods 

of pegmatitic gneiss occupy the crests of the folds; these pods are 
elongated in the direction of the fold axis. Locally, pods have 

formed so that the overlying gneiss is thrown into a gentle anticline 

while the underlying gneiss has been depressed into a gentle syncline 
(Fig. 36). The majority of the small folds were mapped in the Soldier 

Canyon Gneiss although they also appear locally in the Gibbon Mountain 

Gneiss and the Sabino Narrows Gneiss.

Glide Folds
As used in this report, the term glide fold refers to all 

small passive and quasi-flexural folds (Donath and Parker, 1964, pp. 

55-60) whose axes are subparallel to the larger structures and whose 

axial planes are, in general, tilted away from the crests of the 

larger anticlines. Although these folds occur in a variety of con

figurations, they all tend to indicate movement of material away from 

anticlinal crests.
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View looking N. 60° E. in first canyon east of Soldier Canyon, north 
of the Mount Lemmon Highway. Northwest flank dips 10°; southeast 
flank dips 40°.

Figure 36. Pegmatitic pod in Soldier Canyon Gneiss

Looking N. 30° W. at small anticline above and small syncline below 
a 5 foot thick pegmatitic pod.
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Glide folds are exceptionally well developed in the two dark 

colored units and to a much lesser extent in the light colored gneisses. 

The folds are readily recognized on cross joint planes, yet, not all 

such surfaces reveal folds. Surfaces parallel to the axial plane of 

the Sabino Canyon Fold fail to show evidence of glide folding (Fig.

11) while on surfaces normal to the fold, the wide array of configur

ations is excellently displayed (Fig. 37) . Measurements obtained in 

the field included the angle of dip of glide fold axial planes and 

the directions of dip; these data are shown on Figure 2 using the 
symbol ^>15° in which the shank indicates direction of dip of the 

axial plane; the angle; the amount of dip; and the curved barb, the 

direction of inferred movement. Generally the wave lengths and am
plitudes of the glide folds do not exceed three feet and may be as 

small as an inch or less. The larger folds are commonly associated 

with light bands that may be from several inches to a foot thick, 

while the bands in small folds are only a fraction of an inch thick.

Within the study area, glide folds seem to be one of two 

varieties that are here called the simple type and the crumpled type.

Simple glide folds are characterized by having axial planes 

that generally lie in the plane of foliation of the host rock (Fig. 38), 

and have thickened crestal areas and attenuated limbs. They occur in 

all six gneissic units although their development is quite poor in 

the upper two units. In front of the thickened axial region, foliation 

in the host rock may be distorted from its general planar orientation 

and wrap around the fold; behind, between the attenuated limbs, the



Cross joints on right side reveal glide folds, while longitudinal joints left of center show near 
parallel bands. View looking S. 55° W. from Bear Canyon Trail north of Seven Falls.

o\
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foliation may be contorted into tight Granulations (Fig. 39). All 

folds reveal mineral orientation parallel to the borders of the 

feldspathic bands; however, upward in the section, a fracture fan 

has locally developed within the bands (Figs. 39 and 40). Commonly 

micas occupy these joints or they may be devoid of any later mineral 

growth. In general, the simple glide folds occur as single or double 

folds as illustrated in Figures 38 and 40, but locally a cascade of 

small folds has developed (Fig. 41) which perhaps marks a beginning 

stage in the growth of larger folds.

Variations on the normal type of simple glide fold include 

those in which the axial plane has been bent and the foliation in 

the including host rock is also bent (Fig. 42). This type is believed 

to be limited exclusively to the Sabino Narrows Gneiss and the Soldier 

Canyon Gneiss. Locally, another variation exists wherein rootless 
light bands are surrounded by well foliated dark material (Fig. 43). 

They represent an advanced stage of development of the simple glide 

fold in which the fold limbs have been so strongly attenuated as to 
have been torn away from a once continuous band.

In crumpled glide folds the host rock is also folded, which 

results in the foliation in the host being nearly parallel to the 

borders and to the foliation of the folded light bands (Fig. 44). 

Crumpled folds are fairly common in their occurrence, but limited to 

the dark colored units, the schistose bands, and the finer grained 

phase of the Gibbon Mountain Gneiss near the southern border of the 

mapped area. This type commonly occurs as a cascade of folds which 

have a wide range of sizes (Fig. 45).
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Figure 38. Simple glide folds

Foliation in Soldier Canyon Gneiss nearly horizontal. View looking 
N. 60° E. in Bear Canyon.

Figure 39. Axial region of simple glide fold

View looking N. 60° E. shows distorted foliation in dark layers 
adjacent to light band.
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View looking N. 80° E. at fractures developed in simple glide fold.

Figure 41. Cascade of simple glide folds

Exposure on nearly vertical joint surface looking N. 70° E . Fine
grained inclusion in lower right parallels foliation in gneiss.
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Figure 42. Bent axial plane in glide fold

View from Mount Lemmon Highway in Molino Canyon looking S. 60° W.

Figure 43. Rootless simple glide fold

Thickest part of fold in axial region measures approximately 3 inches. 
View looking N. 60° E.
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Figure 44. Crumpled glide folds

Looking N. 80° E. at exposure on nearly vertical surface in Molino 
Canyon. Thickest part of light band on right approximately 1 inch.

Figure 45. Size variations of crumpled glide folds

Location and orientation same as Figure 44.
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Deformation seems to have taken place in the plastic state as 

no fracturing appears to be related to the folding. Measurements of 

dip of axial planes for folds of this type are commonly varied and 

may even be undeterminable because the axial planes have been so con

torted. In this case, because of the distortion, directions and type 

only may be recorded. The angle of dip of axial planes in the 

crumpled type seems to have little relation to the dip of the foliation 

in the adjacent, undistorted, gneissic layers. Locally, the dip may 

be opposite to the regional dip (Fig. 46).

' All glide folds observed during the current investigation
appear to be related to the Sabino Canyon Fold and its satellites; 

inferred directions of movement are normal to these axes, none were 

found parallel to them, and no apparent pattern exists relating glide 
folds to the East Forerange Fold.

Fractures

Joints
The evolution of the present topography in this part of the 

Santa Catalina Mountains has been strongly influenced by the intensely 

developed joint sets. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the several 

sets in the study area, and Figure 4 includes rose diagrams for the 

four regions into which the area was divided. Seven joint sets domin

ate as represented by foliation joints, four diagonal joint sets, 

longitudinal joints, and cross joints.



Figure 46. Crumpled glide fold on flank of a minor fold

Granitic gneiss band (lower) dips northwest on flank of minor fold. Crumpled glide fold (left center) 
has gently southeast dipping axial plane. View in Soldier Canyon looking N. 80° E.

CT>
00
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Joints which parallel the foliation, "lager" joints, vary in 

intensity throughout the area. They seem to be related to the devel

opment of the foliation itself, and to the rock type. They attain 

a stronger development in well foliated coarse-grained gneisses than 

they do in the fine-grained dark units. Commonly pegmatites occupy 

these joints, and locally quartz veins as much as three or four 

inches thick fill the joints. Movements of unknown amount appear to 

have taken place along these joints as locally the pegmatites and 

quartz veins are striated; striae trend parallel to the dominant linea- 
tion of the gneisses.

Of the two diagonal systems, the strongest includes sets that 

strike N. 30o-40° E. and due east. The former is very strong through
out the entire area while the latter is moderately strong in Regions 

I and III and very weak in Regions II and IV. On the northeast 

striking set, dip angles measure from 60° northwest to vertical, al

though rare planes were found to dip steeply southeast. The east set 

shows the most variability in dip, ranging from 60° south to 60° north, 

with the majority of dips steeper than 80°. Replacement pegmatites 

occupy both sets, and form a criss-cross pattern that is especially 

typical of exposures in the Sabino Canyon area. Movements appear to 

have taken place on these sets also, and the fissures are commonly 

filled with a breccia consisting of angular fragments of gneiss set 

in a very fine grained red matrix. This mixture has previously been 

called crush breccia (Peterson, 1963, p. 15).
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The second diagonal system is composed of sets that strike 

N. 10° E. and N. 60° W. Only in Region III is this system well devel

oped where locally the two sets may have accomodated movement as 

evidenced by crush breccia in the fissures. Dip angles measured on 

the N. 10° E. set vary from 70° northwest to 60° southeast, most dip 

steeper than 80°. The N. 60o-70° W. set includes dip angles ranging 

from 70° northeast to 60° southwest, the majority dip southwest. This 

system also is locally sought out by replacement pegmatites.

Longitudinal joints strike approximately N. 65° E. subparallel 

to the trend of the lineation; dips are near vertical. Intensity of 

development of joints of this set varies depending upon position 

relative to the fold axis; the set is much stronger in areas of greater 

extension such as on crests of the Sabino Canyon Fold and the minor 
anticlinal structures. The set is also better developed in the 

granitic gneiss and pegmatite bands than in the dark banded layers. 

Commonly the joints form smooth planes, but they may also appear as 

irregular cracks with variable attitudes. Many of the longitudinal 

joints are filled with crush breccia which varies in thickness from 

several inches to two or three feet; northward plunging striations 

are common on the joint surfaces. Locally vuggy quartz veins occur 

with the breccia, and as mentioned previously, mafic dikes fill fis

sures of this set.

The cross joint set strikes N. 20o-30° W., nearly perpen

dicular to the trend of the lineation; dips are very steep to the 

northeast and southwest. This set forms a very broad joint fan in
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longitudinal section. However, there are minor variations on this 

large feature, areas where the joints are not perpendicular to the 

plunge of the lineation, as though small joint fans are superposed 

upon the larger one. Closeness of spacing between adjacent joints 

also varies regionally. Commonly the joints are open and contain 

no filling; exceptions to this include the few aplites mapped and 

the red or green siliceous coating common to the south side of the 

area. In Region III, a few cross joints appear to have accomodated 

movements, breccia fills the fissures, and joint surfaces are striated; 

striae plunge steeply southwest.

Faults

Four major fault zones were delineated during the course of 

this investigation: The Molino Basin-Soldier Canyon Fracture Zone,

the Sabino Canyon Fault, the Lower Sycamore Canyon Fault, and the 

Pine Canyon-Bear Canyon Fault.

A zone of fracturing as wide as 1000 feet extends in a S. 60° 

W. direction from Molino Basin, across Soldier Canyon, near the crest 

of the East Forerange Fold, to the gneiss-alluvium contact. South

west of the East Forerange Fold, the fracture zone appears as a band 

of intensely developed longitudinal joints, often with striated sur

faces and filled with crush breccia as much as a foot thick. Strikes 

of foliation in the exposures of Soldier Canyon Gneiss change from 

N. 70o-80° W. to M. 60o-70° E. near and in the zone; dips are con

stantly southward. A narrow exposure of Seven Falls Gneiss appears
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to be beneath the zone of fracturing. Foliation in this gneiss 

strikes N. 60° E. also, but dips range from steep northwest to gentle 

southeast forming a small asymmetrical anticline. Northeast of the 

East Forerange structure, the zone locally has the appearance of a 

graben 300 to 400 feet wide parallel to the Sabino Canyon Fold. Foli

ation in the various layers strikes parallel to the zone in this 

segment also. Light colored bands are intensely jointed as in the 

southwestern extension of the zone; however, dark layers have been 

more strongly deformed. Along the outer margins of the graben, the 

attitude of the dark layers deviates from a normal west-northwest 

strike and gentle south dip to a N. 60° E. strike and very steep dip 

from both sides toward the center of the graben (Figs. 47 and 48). 
Nearer the center of the graben, these dark gneisses are thrown into 

a complex of crumpled glide folds (Figs. 49 and 50). An exposure 

about one half mile north of Hill 4784 and one mile west of the Mount 

Lemmon Highway in Molino Canyon reveals most of the complexities in 

this zone; Molino Basin also contains outcrops of steeply dipping 

dark layers and glide folds which are believed to be related to this 

zone. Unfortunately the graben is not exposed everywhere, only the 

intense jointing seems to be continuous across the entire area. Of 

course, the possibility that the graben is present to the southwest 

is not precluded, perhaps the level of exposure is such that its 
presence is not revealed.
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Molino Basin-Soldier Canyon Fracture Zone looking N. 65° E. Dark band 
dips 80° SE. Small glide folds near bottom center.

Figure 48. Variations in dip of light and dark bands

Molino Basin-Soldier Canyon Fracture Zone in Molino Basin looking 
S. 55° W.



Figure 49. Crumpled glide folds near the center of the Molino Basin-Soldier Canyon Fracture 
Zone graben

View looking N. 65° E. at nearly horizontal surface.
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Figure 50. Crumpled glide folds associated with the Molino 
Basin-Soldier Canyon Fracture Zone

View in Molino Basin looking N. 65° E. at nearly vertical surfaces.
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Portions of the southern part of the Sabino Canyon Fault were 

previously mapped by the author (Peterson, 1963, Plate II); the current 

study resulted in tracing the fault to the northeast. The fault is 

probably a zone of movement as wide as 200 feet paralleling the 

southern part of Sabino Canyon; branches of the zone are locally ex

posed along canyon walls. The surface trace strikes N. 55° E. south 

of the East Forerange Fold axis and N. 40° E. north of the axis. Dips 

are steep northwest with striations on slickensided surfaces trending 

N. 75° W. and plunging 75° NW. The northwest block is downdropped; 

stratigraphic throw appears to decrease to the southwest and northeast 

of an area near the end of Sabino Canyon Road. The fault is continuous 

to the southwest, being covered by recent alluvium near the Cactus Picnic 

Ground. Northward, in exposures of Thimble Peak Gneiss, the fault seems 

to die out into a zone of strongly jointed gneiss, but possibly it is 

represented in the East Fork area by a small N. 40° E. fault zone.

North of the East Forerange Fold axis, in Sabino Canyon, are 

several small faults which strike north to N. 30° W. These antithetic 

faults have steep east or northeast dips; offsets indicate that the 

east or northeast blocks have moved relatively downward. The combina
tion of movements on the Sabino Canyon Fault and on these small faults 

give rise to pie-shaped grabens with apices near, or north of, the East 

Forerange Fold axis (Fig. 2).

The surface trace of the Lower Sycamore Canyon Fault strikes 

N. 50° W. This zone of fracturing dips steeply southwest and brings 

Gibbon Mountain Gneiss, Sabino Narrows Gneiss, and Thimble Peak Gneiss
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on the south side into contact with the granitic gneiss of the main 

range on the north. Drag in the Sabino Narrows Gneiss indicates that 

the south side is downdropped. East of the junction of Sycamore Creek 

and Bear Creek the zone divides into a series of fractures with strikes 

ranging from east to N. 50° W.; these apparently die out eastward 

near the north-northwesterly trending ridge of the Santa Catalina- 

Rincon complex. East of the divide between Pine Canyon and Sycamore 

Canyon, the fault is offset by a small N. 30° E. fracture and by the 

Pine Canyon-Bear Canyon Fault with a graben formed between these two 

northeasterly trending features. A westward extension of the Lower 

Sycamore Canyon Fault into East Fork was not located. It may be 

present north of the boundary of the present study, or it may die 

out westward into the very steeply dipping East Fork Gneiss.

The Pine Canyon-Bear Canyon Fault strikes approximately N. 
o20 E., dips steeply east, and the east block is downdropped. Seven 

Falls Gneiss is brought up against Soldier Canyon Gneiss near Seven 

Falls. Apparently the stratigraphic throw increases northward and 

the fault appears to die out into a zone of strong jointing towards 

the southern border of gneiss exposures. This fault also causes the 

surface trace of the Sabino Canyon Fold axis to be moved southward on 
the east side.

All of the major faults appear to be normal or gravity faults, 

and all are parallel to dominant joint sets, which indicates that 

perhaps movements were accommodated on previously formed zones of 
weakness.
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Numerous small fractures were found during this study; the 

most important have been mentioned, and the largest of the remainder 

are shown on Figure 2. Some of these are high angle normal faults; 

some, near the junction of East Fork and West Fork, are low angle 

reverse faults; and others are low angle normal faults. The signifi

cance of all faults will be discussed in a later section.

Many workers have written about the fault which separates 

the gneisses of the forerange from the Tertiary sedimentary rocks in 

the Tucson Basin. W.M. Davis (1931, pp. 289-290) postulated that the 

boundary fault is a high-angle normal fault. Moore and others (1941, 

pp. 16-17) indicate that the fault is a low-angle, south dipping, 

thrust fault, a conclusion recently shared by Pashley (1966, p. 46), 

who named this feature the Catalina Fault. Fair and Jinks (1961, 

pp. 131-132) refer to the fault as a zone of weakness, and believe 

that the last movement was probably normal. R.W. Davis (1967, p. 34) 

is of the opinion, based on geophysical data, that a fault does not 

exist near the gneiss-alluvium contact, but that a pediment, "cut on 

metamorphic or igneous material", underlies the sedimentary rocks in 

front of the present mountain front. An unsuccessful search was con

ducted along the entire southern boundary of the gneiss for evidence 

of the fault. The possibility exists, however, that the scattered 
exposures of silicifled gneiss are associated with a zone of fracturing 

that caused the shearing and allowed the silica rich solutions to 

permeate the gneiss. At only one locality are gneiss and sedimentary 

rocks in proximity. Here the gneiss is sheared and silicified, the



Tertiary Rillito Beds are unaltered, but unfortunately the contact 
is obscured by a cover of terrace gravel.



ALTERNATIVE HYPOTHESES

In preceding sections, the rocks, the structural elements, and 
their regional arrangements have been described. The logical next step 

would be to discuss the structural history of the part of the Catalina 

Forerange included in this study. However, it is thought that the two 

hypotheses, horizontal compression and vertical uplift, that have been 
postulated to account for the geometrical arrangement of the gneisses 

should first be mentioned and reasons given as to why one hypothesis 
is preferred over the other.

Horizontal compression does seem to adequately explain some 

of the structural features such as the attitude of foliation and 

lineation and the asymmetrical nature of the east-northeast trending 

folds, e.g., the Sabino Canyon Fold. If the assumption is correct 

that the Catalina Fault is a thrust fault, horizontally acting forces, 

from the south-southeast, seem to be required.

Certain features observed within the part of the forerange 

considered in this study, however, seem to demand either some rather 

unusual if not contradictory circumstances to accompany the horizontal 

compression, or the acceptance of the alternative hypothesis of verti
cal uplift. These features are as follows: 1) the direction of move

ment of material, as indicated by the glide folds, is northwest and 

southeast downslope on the flanks of the Sabino Canyon Fold and its 

satellite folds, 2) as though in consequence of down-dip flow, the 

Soldier Canyon Gneiss thins on the crest of the Sabino Canyon Fold
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and is thick on the flanks, especially the southeast flank, 3) the 

East Forerange Fold axis is at an acute angle to the Sabino Canyon 

Fold, 4) the lineation does not have a constant trend, but varies at 

least 20° from one side of the East Forerange Fold to the other, 5) 

the faults mapped in the study area are normal faults, and 6) the 

relatively undisturbed sedimentary rocks (Rillito beds) are in prox

imity to silicified, brecciated metamorphic rocks along the southern 

margin of the range.

The above mentioned features, as well as all other structures, 
the author believes may be explained, with the fewest mental gymnas

tics, by accepting the hypothesis of vertical uplift. In the ensuing 

section, it is hoped that the reader will become aware of the necessity 
to rely upon vertically acting forces, at this level of exposure, to 

account for the geometrical arrangement of the various structural

elements.



ORIGIN OF THE FORERANGE GNIESSES 

Original Rock

Older Precambrian Pinal Schist is believed to have been the 

original rock from which the several gneissic units established in 

this report were derived. No evidence for this conclusion is exposed 

in the study area; the opinion is based upon information obtained from 

the reports of other workers in the Santa Catalina Mountains.

From the observed transitional relationships between the 

forerange gneissic units and the main range granitic gneiss, it must 

follow that the gneiss in the forerange is the time equivalent of 

parts of the gneiss in the higher regions of the Catalinas. Zircons 

contained in the gneiss at Hitchcock Memorial have yielded a radio- 

metric date of 1650 million years (Catanzaro, 1963), which suggests 

an older Precambrian age for the original sedimentary rock. Of course, 

the possibility would still exist that the zircons could have been 

ancient detrital particles in a much younger sedimentary rock. However, 

Pilkington (1962, p. 18) reported younger Precambrian Pioneer Shale 

unconformably overlying both granitic gneiss and banded gneiss on the 

east flank of the range. An older Precambrian age for the original 

rock is therefore more reliably inferred from this observation.

Compositionally, the Pinal Schist is similar to the forerange 

gneisses. All who have worked on the Pinal appear to have concluded 

that the schist was originally a thick sequence of sedimentary rocks
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with lesser interbedded volcanic flows, and most would seem to agree 

that accumulation took place in a subsiding trough. Reports on the 

composition of the original older Precambrian rocks vary from sand

stones and shales derived from a granitic source (Ransome, 1903, p.

27) to cyclic graywacke, slate, and lava flows (Cooper and Silver, 1964, 

p. 11). The Pinal Schist therefore appears to have originally been 

a series of impure sandstones, shales, and volcanic rocks from which, 

by migmatization and metasomatism, rocks like the forerange gneisses 

could result.

The conclusion that the forerange gneissic units are probably 

transformed Pinal Schist seems to be justified in light of the evidence 

relating to age and composition and the lack of any evidence to the 

contrary.

Age of the Rock Transformation 

At least two widespread periods of deformation and transfor

mation appear to have occurred in the Santa Catalina Mountain complex. 

The earlier event seems to have taken place at the close of the older 

Precambrian; the later possibly was concluded by mid-Tertiary.

The older Precambrian Mazatzal revolution (Wilson, 1939, p.

1113) resulted in the inversion of the old geosyncline in which thick 

sediments had accumulated. Radiometric dates on the Oracle Granite 

of 1420 ^ 40 million years (Damon and others, 1963, p. 117) attest

to this period of orogeny. The effect of this deformation on the
\

rocks in the study area may only be postulated. The transformation
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which developed the transitional relation of the forerange gneisses 

with the main range gneiss may have begun at this time. The main 

range gneiss has been suggested by McCullough (1963, p. 56) to be a 
phase of the Catalina Granite which he states "might be genetically 

related to the Oracle Granite". If these relations are correct, the 

possibility exists that some transformation might have occurred in 
the forerange during the Mazatzal revolution.

Geochemical dates obtained from micas in the Catalina gneisses 

by the K-Ar method give an average age of 26.8 ^ 1.7 (s.d.) million 

years (Damon, 1967, p. AII-48). These data convincingly suggest that 

the last thermal event affecting the entire complex terminated no 

later than late Oligocene or early Miocene.

The actual beginning of the last event is not known; however, 

available data are rather suggestive. Within the Cargadero involution, 

a coral with "an upper Paleozoic aspect" reported by McCullough (1963, 

p. 20) in a limestone block contained in the gneiss implies that 

metamorphism had not reached this level until after late Paleozoic. 

Rb-Sr analysis of a gneiss lens in the Rincon Mountains yielded an 

age of 160-180 million years (Livingston, oral communication, Living

ston and Damon, 1963). This date suggests an event much earlier than 
mid-Tertiary.

The compatibility of radiometric data from the Sierrita 

Mountains and the Tucson Mountains allow one to infer that the entire 

region was involved in the same event. The Sierrita granite in the 

Sierritas has been assigned an age of 140 * 14 million years (Damon, 

1966, p. 23) and the Desert Museum andesite porphyry has recently
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yielded an age of 150 5 million years (Damon, 1967, p. 69). Geo

chemical dates from volcanic and plutonic rocks in the Tucsons indi

cate a strong thermal event in the upper Cretaceous (Bikerman and 

Damon, 1966, p. 1232-1233). The peak period of volcanism reached in 

the Tucsons 26.7 ^ 1.5 million years ago was suggested by Bikerman 

and Damon (p. 1231) to be "correlative with the updoming of the Cata- 

lina-Rincon block".

The similarity in dates from the separate ranges plus the 

occurrence of the upper Paleozoic coral lead to the suggestion that 

the later period of metamorphism began after the latest Paleozioc 

possibly in the Triassic and persisted until latest Oligocene or 
early Miocene.



STRUCTURAL HISTORY

Vertical uplift is proposed as an hypothesis to explain the 

structural arrangement of the gneisses in the east end of the Catalina 

Forerange. The concepts of a mantled gneiss dome (Eskola, 1949) and/or 

of a migmatite dome (Haller, 1956) have previously been suggested to 

account for the structure in other regions of the Santa Catalina Moun

tains (Pilkington, 1962, p. 110, McCullough, 1963, p. 52). These 

concepts are complimentary and both seem to be applicable to the area 

of the current study.

The mantled gneiss dome concept supposes two cycles of oro

genesis wherein the first stage is marked by the intrusion of a 

granitoid rock into a pile of surface deposited rocks causing them 

to be domed and metamorphosed. Following a period of erosion, the 

region is again subjected to downwarping and sedimentation. The 

second cycle of orogenesis is accomplished by the remobilization of 

the granitoid rock and the injection of new granitic magma "into the 

plutonic rock at the same time as it was deformed into gneiss, causing 

its migmatization and granitization or palingenesis" (Eskola, 1949, 
p. 461). Eskola further states (p. 473) "Doming itself is of course 

due to vertical movements of granitic masses, mostly, if not always, 
caused by swelling during granitization and soaking with granitic 

magma."

Migmatite domes are believed to form from a thick sequence 

of sediments which, under the influence of synorogenic granitization
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processes, become folded and completely transformed (Haller, 1956, p.

159). Haller states (pp. 159-160) "The infiltration processes caused 

a considerable volume increase in the affected spaces. The centers of 

intense material ingress and granitization were thus 'welled up' as 

definite blisters and upturnings, by which the vertical component ac

quires great significance." He also suggests (p. 160) "The graniti

zation has not affected the complex concerned uniformly but has advanced... 

farther in individual units. This has led to a layered and heteroge

neous build up of the migmatitic bodies", the composition of which 

depends on the relation between the host rock and the incoming material.

If the mantled gneiss dome concept proposed by Eskola is 

adopted, the first cycle of orogenesis would have taken place in the 

Calalinas during the Mazatzal revolution with the development of a 

basement complex. Upon the conclusion of the Mazatzal revolution the 

Catalinas were probably mountainous and underwent a period of extensive 

erosion. During times of subsequent submergence, the region was buried 

under a considerable but unknown thickness of younger Precambrian, 

Paleozoic, and Mesozoic sediments.

With burial, the basement complex appears to have been sub

jected to temperature ranging from 400° C (forerange) to 600° C (main 

range) as shown by Hedge (1961) and cited by Pilkington (1962). This 

increase in temperature was probably not uniformly distributed, and, 

as suggested by Damon and others (1963, p. 120) not due solely to 

depth of burial but to a "geothermal anamoly", which this author 

considers possibly to be related to the concentration of heat along
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zones of structural weakness. Two of these zones appear to occur in 

the present study area, one N. 60° E. and the other east-west to N.

70° W. The former has been related to the Precambrian grain imposed 

upon the Catalinas during the Mazatzal revolution; the latter appears 

to parallel the Texas Lineament (Ransome, 1913, p. 295), an important 

structural grain in southern Arizona. Many features in the Catalinas 

also parallel this latter grain, such as the fold axes mapped by 

Pilkington (1962), the Mogul Fault (Wallace, 1955, Banerjee, 1957, 

and Erickson, 1962), the Geesman fault (Peirce, 1958, and the Romero 

Pass Fracture Zone (McCullough, 1963). At the intersection of these 

two prominent zones not only may heat have been concentrated, but the 

ingress of material may also have been facilitated. Mayo (1958) has 

stated that the Catalinas occur at "a first class intersection"; the 

author believes that a number of minor intersections may make up this 

first class intersection which then may account for the number of domal 

structures that have been mapped in the Catalinas. Portions of the 

basement rock might have been remobilized and then have risen due to 

rising temperatures and lowered densities.

Possibly during early Mesozoic time the Precambrian structural 

weaknesses reopened due to lateral movements on the Mogul Fault and 

associated fractures. This seems to be in accord with Banerjee (1957, 

p. 107), who has suggested that displacements occurred on the Mogul 

Fault during the Jurassic and Cretaceous. Heat and fluids were con

centrated along the N. 60° E. zones causing elongated domes to rise 

higher than adjacent cooler areas. Locally differentially rising
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domes may have appeared much in the manner of rising lobes described 

by Carey (1953). In the study area, the Sabino Canyon Fold represents 

the region of highest concentration of heat and fluids. The likelihood 

exists that the exposure of Seven Falls Gneiss in Soldier Canyon repre

sents another region of high concentration of heat and fluids, in fact 

the entire Molino Basin-Soldier Canyon Fracture Zone may well have de

veloped above this region. Some of the minor folds may represent local, 

very subordinate, areas of heat and fluid concentrations; an hypothesis 

that could not be tested because of lack of exposure.

Heat and fluids rising into the Precambrian rock completed 

the differentiation of the original rock into the present units by 

processes of metasomatism, migmatization, and metamorphic defferentia- 

tion. The synkinematic metamorphism impressed a strong mineral orienta

tion on the rocks and the feldspathization left its record in the 

abundant feldspar porphyroblasts within the several units.

Apparently the Seven Falls Gneiss represents the remobilized 

"core" which rose upward, heating, migmatizing, and mobilizing the 

overlying units. With their resistance to flow lowered, the units 

deformed plastically, particularly the less competent Soldier Canyon 

Gneiss and Sabino Narrows Gneiss. Greater plasticity is indicated by 

the units deeper in the section. Flow movements developed normal to 

and downslope away from the axes of the advancing granitic gneiss cores; 

a fact attested to by the multitude of glide folds, in particular, the 

crumpled glide folds. Not only did crumpled glide folds form away 

from the rising cores of the major folds, but they also developed on
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the flanks of many of the satellite folds (Figs. 2 and 46). The move

ment of material away from the rising Seven Falls Gneiss is also re

corded in the marked thinning of the Soldier Canyon Gneiss in the 

crestal region of the Sabino Canyon Fold. Thinning is also indicated 

in the Gibbon Mountain Gneiss, but not to the same extent as in the 

underlying unit. Exposures of the three upper units are not sufficient 

to determine whether they too thin over the fold crest. The Sabino 

Canyon Fold appears to die out upward in the section. Whether crestal 

thinning occurs over the fold in Soldier Canyon is not known because 

of the lack of exposures. The fold is not reflected in the rocks 

higher in the section which seems to indicate that it also dies out 

upward.

During plastic deformation the first stage in the development 

of the prominent lineation was attained. The fold axes and the rolling 

of minerals parallel to these axes represent this earliest formed line

ation. Possibly as material slid downslope, local crinkles developed 

parallel to the rising folds. Into these areas feldspathic material 

may have migrated to form the lens shaped pegmatites and added another 

linear feature parallel to the two mentioned above.

As the elongated domes rose higher, the upper units reached 

cooler regions where plastic deformation ceased or appreciably decreased 

and was replaced by brittle deformation. Diagonal joint systems appar

ently developed in response to the continual uplift. However, if 

diagonal joints originate as shear joints under lateral compression, 

as shown experimentally by H. Cloos (1931, cited by Mayo, 1964), how
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can they form under the influence of vertical uplift without lateral 

compression? Perhaps, because more than one area was rising,,contiguous 

folds crowded one another, restricted the lateral spreading of any one 

dome normal to its axis, and created sufficient lateral compression to 

develop shear joints. Another possible explanation exists as "demon

strated by Ekkernkamp (1939) who generated diagonal fractures in rising 

experimental domes even when lateral compression was lacking" (Mayo,

1964, p. 139). In either event, fluids penetrated into these joints 

to form thin pegmatite bands, many of which have since been deformed. 

Continued uplift and movement of material away from the crestal regions 

may have caused these areas to be subjected to tensional stresses 

normal to the axes resulting both in the development of the locally 

strong but irregular longitudinal joint set and possibly the simple 

glide folds. The longitudinal set seems to have developed while plastic 

deformation was still possible as evidenced by the occurrence of these 

joints associated with crumpled glide folds in the Molino Basin-Soldier 

Canyon Fracture Zone graben. Apparently the zone developed during a 

time when the rocks were brittle enough to rupture if strained rapidly, 

yet plastic enough to flow if strained slowly.

As the dome rose, a level would be reached where cataclastic 

deformation might be expected to completely replace plastic deformation. 

Based solely on its position in the section, the highest unit therefore 

would be expected to record greater cataclastic deformation than would 

the lower units. As previously mentioned, a progressive upward increase
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in cataclasis has been observed. The lowermost unit might still have 

been deforming plastically during this time.

The cataclastic deformation served to intensify both the 

foliation and the lineation. This intensification of the lineation 

at first posed a problem as the shearing and granulation seems to 

have resulted from an attempt of the folds to elongate themselves 

parallel to their axes, that is, in a N. 60° E. direction. If this 

is true, then the intensification would not be related to the develop

ment of the longitudinal joints but must be related to the very strong 

cross joint set that formed under tension and indicates extension 

parallel to the fold axes. But why should the folds, which were ex

panding normal to their axes by the development of longitudinal joints, 

extend themselves parallel to their axes? Mayo (1964, p. 141) "thinks 

that a clue is offered by the ...reversals of plunge of the lineation", 

and "that along fold crests there are culminations and depressions; in 

other words, that the fold crests are warped or cross folded in a 

manner that demands extension parallel to the axes." In the present 

study, local reversals of plunge were also recorded (Fig. 4). A 

relation appears to exist between some of these reversals and the 

cross joints. This set forms not only a broad joint fan but also 

smaller fans with extremely closely spaced joints in areas of culmina

tion, a fact that may be observed in the ridge between Sabino and 

Bear Canyons. The plunge reversals and small joint fans tend to indi

cate that apparently, along the length of the fold axes, local areas 

rose at a: rate somewhat faster than average thereby creating the
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culminations along the fold crests, and "may account for the variations 

in the joint spacing" (Peterson, 1963, p. 32). The folds may have 

risen differentially from their inception, but not until the solid 

state was reached did these irregularities become structurally signi

ficant.

The author has related the development of the foliation, linea- 

tion, and all joint sets to the evolution of the Sabino Canyon Fold 

and its satellites; their relation in time has also been postulated. 
There now remains the explanation of the formation of the East Fore

range Fold. What appeared at first to present a serious problem was 

not the presence of the fold itself, but the fact that the strongly 

developed lineatipn trends obliquely across both of its flanks. If 

the East Forerange Fold did form last, as is believed because of the 

lack of plastic deformation associated with it and the good relation 

of all other structures to the Sabino Canyon Fold and its satellites, 

why does not the cataclastically formed lineation trend normal to its 

axis? The author was previously of the opinion (Peterson, 1963, p. 32) 

that "at some time during deformation, increased heat along the N. 70° 

W. zone may have caused the uplift of the (East) Forerange fold to 

overtake the earlier formed Sabino Canyon fold." A revision of this 

earlier hypothesis now seems to be in order. The formation of the East 

Forerange Fold may indeed be related to the N. 70° W. zone, but it may 

also be related to the same phenomena that caused the extension of the 

earlier formed fold crests. Culminations on the fold crests are be

lieved to have resulted from slight increases in heat at minor inter
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sections of the N. 60° E. and N. 70° W. grains. If, in the last stage 

of uplift, only one, or a narrow group, of these N. 70° W. strands 

were active, then intersections along this zone would continue to 

slowly rise and reorient the previously formed structures. The folia

tion might readily be rearranged and reflect this later uplift. A 

more serious problem is presented by the observed lineation. Why should 

it, in response to the rising fold, change trend from one side of the 

East Forerange Fold to the other? Conceivably this may be explained 

if one assumes that the Seven Falls Gneiss not only rose upward but 

also eastward, an assumption based upon the attitude of foliation in 

the deeper exposures of this unit where the strike is N. 60° E. and 

the dip is steep northwest. Assuming that the Seven Falls Gneiss 

rose in this manner might also explain the asymmetry of the Sabino 

Canyon Fold. The result of moving the rock on the crest of the East 

Forerange Fold slowly upward and eastward, relative to the rocks on 

either flank, might be to reorient the earlier formed N. 60° E. linea

tion to a more northerly trend on the north flank and a more easterly 

trend on the southern flank (Figs. 3 and 4). As the northern flank 

attempted to rise, it apparently was restrained by the passive Romero 

Pass Fracture Zone. Locally, probably because of weaknesses caused 

by the inhomogeneities in the transition zones, the rock failed by 

shearing and caused the nearly east-west secondary foliation to form. 

The Lower Sycamore Canyon fault appears to be related to the rising 

East Forerange Fold; however, this is a steep fault in which the south- 

side is downdropped. Possibly the fault developed in response to the
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forerange uplift, but subsequent movements caused the main range to 

rise higher than the area to the south. Added restraints on the 

northern flank relative to the southern flank might also explain the 

asymmetry of the East Forerange Fold.

Undoubtedly during this late stage of uplift, tensional stresses 

developed in the rising mass, stresses that were relieved by normal 

faulting which apparently was accomodated along pre-existing joints.

The normal faulting brought the various units into the relation in 

which they:may now be observed. Ekkernkamp (1939, p. 731) demonstrated 

experimentally that when a small angle encloses the intersection of 

the axes of independently formed vertically rising folds, earlier 

developed joints are reactivated by the second period of uplift. Per

haps, in the final stage of deformation, the stresses that caused the 

normal faults also reopened and intensified the earlier formed joint 

sets.

Subsequent block faulting, possibly related to the last stage 
of doming, brought the gneisses to their current elevation. Earlier 

stages in block faulting might have mylonitized and caused the sili- 

cification of the gneiss near the present southern border of the range. 

A later tilting of the entire Catalina block, as envisioned by W.M. 

Davis (1931, p. 302), would have resulted in the streams breaching 

the older alluvium, cutting through the older stream deposits and 
revealing the present forerange.



RELATION OF CURRENT STUDY TO PREVIOUS STUDIES

IN THE SANTA CATALINA MOUNTAINS

Figure 34 shows the general geology of the Santa Catalina 

Mountains, and is a compilation of all of the geologic mapping done 

in the range. Where no detailed work has been done, the regional 

picture presented on the county geologic maps (Wilson and Moore, 1959, 

Wilson, Moore and O'Haire, 1960) has been used. Because of the scale 

of the map, only larger structures have been plotted, however, these 

are sufficient to allow the comparison of forerange structures with 

main range structures.

The Santa Catalina Mountains are triangular in outline. This 

triangle has sides which trend northwest, northeast, and west-northwest; 

its altitude trends approximately north-south. These four directions 

are also the four dominant structural trends within the entire range 
as may be readily recognized on Figure 34.

Throughout the Catalinas, the most dominant trend seems to be 

west-northwest. Foliation attitudes delineate several structural 

features parallel to this direction (Fig. 34), such as, the East Fore

range Fold of this study, the folds mapped by Pilkington, the domal 

area of Catalina Gneiss and Catalina Granite studied by McCullough, 

and the steeply plunging fold mapped by Banerjee in the Oracle Granite. 

Major faults also parallel this trend, for example, the Lower Sycamore 

Canyon Fault of this study, the two large faults mapped by Pilkington,
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the Geesaman Fault and the Mogul Fault. The Romero Pass Fracture Zone 

follows this trend also.

The second most noticeable trend is northeast. The well- 

developed lineation most effectively illustrates this trend. Although 

it does vary, as shown in this study and as reported by previous in

vestigators, the lineation seems to be generally northeast. Perhaps 
the changes in trend are due to phenomena similar to those proposed 

for the present study area. Locally lineations with other trends do 

exist but are not of concern in the comparison between the East Fore

range and the main range. Northeast and east-northeast striking frac

tures appear to be very well developed throughout the entire range; 

they certainly are prominent in the study area. Many small faults 

in the northern part of the range and the Sabino Canyon Fault and the 

Molino Basin-Soldier Canyon Fracture Zone are northeast striking 
features.

Ranking third in prominence is the northwest trend. In the 

study area this direction manifests itself in the very strongly devel

oped cross joints. In other parts of the range, the northwest trend is 

also apparent as a. strong joint set and in the trend of exposures of 

Pinal Schist, Apache Group, and Cambrian rocks reported by Wallace 
and Peirce.

Of the four directions, the north-south appears to be the most 

poorly defined. This trend is generally reflected in the topography 

owing to a locally developed north-striking joint set. Such features 

as the northern part of Sabino and Bear Canyons in the study area.
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Pine Canyon and Box Camp Canyon on the northern edge of the study 

area, the several canyons in the western part of the forerange, the 

upper part of Canada del Oro and the ridges paralleling it all reflect 

this north-south trend. The Pine Canyon-Bear Canyon Fault and the 

Pirate Fault are also parallel to this trend.

The only apparent difference between the study area and the 
main mass of mountains seems to be in the type of rock involved in 
the deformation. The earlier described transition from the forerange 

gneissic units to the main range gneisses suggests that the difference 

in type of rock is due to the intensity of transformation of the orig

inal rock. If this is the case, the difference in appearance between 

the portion of the forerange studied and other regions in the Catalinas 

may possibly be related to differences in amounts of heat and fluids 

which were responsible for the deformation and rock transformation. 

Radiometric dates imply that the last deformation apparently affected 

the entire range south of the Mogul Fault.

Because the structural trends seem to be pervasive throughout 

the Catalinas, the structural elements are continuous across the 

transitions, and the last thermal event involved the entire range, 

the author has no reason to assume that the forerange developed inde

pendently or that its structures are unique.



SUMMARY

Within the study area, the recognition of six gneissic units, 

based upon field relations, has allowed the author to map, in detail, 

several structural elements of a complex nature. The formation of 

these units, which may or may not reflect an original sedimentary 

sequence, is believed to have begun during a period of orogenesis in 

older Precambrian time. The final transformation and differentiation 

is assumed to have occurred within a second orogeny which possibly 

started as early as Triassic and terminated no later than early Miocene. 

These two periods of orogeny are reminiscent of the mantled gneiss 
dome concept which has again been postulated to account for structures 

in the Catalinas, although the ideas of Haller concerning migmatite 
domes are also valid and complimentary to the concept of Eskola.

Data gathered in the field forced the author to accept an 

hypothesis of vertical uplift to account for the structures. This 

acceptance permitted the postulation of a relatively simple sequence 

of events to explain the sometimes contradictory data. Foliation, 

lineation, joints, and all folds, except the East Forerange Fold, are 

believed to be related to the Sabino Canyon Fold and its satellites, 

all of which formed in response to vertical movements parallel to an 

ancient N. 60° E. structural weakness. Intersections of this older 

grain with west-northwest strands of the Texas Lineament produced local 

concentrations of heat and fluids which caused the crestal regions of
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the folds to rise differentially. The final arching, to create the 
East Forerange Fold, came as a result of concentration of heat along 

one strand, or several closely spaced strands, of the Texas Lineament 

and the Precambrian grain. This final arching is believed to have 

caused the lineation and foliation to be reoriented and also engendered 

the several normal faults and grabens defined in the study area.
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